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THE CARES OF A CROONER

Rudy Vallee was recovering Thurs
day from the rebuff of Washington
debutantes. Rudy advertised, twice,
that he wanted 24 of them to appear
ln his act at a Washington theatre.
They didn't have to sing or dance;
just walk across the stage, say hello
to Mr. Vallee, and go on about their
business. Managers said a lot of
nice-looking girls applied, but none
was a debutante. Rudy stuck by his
guns: Debutantes or nothing. Latest
reports were: Nothing.

NEW YEAR’S EVE

New Auditorium
OPENING DANCE
Maine's Finest Floor

15

15

Piece Orchestra

FLOOR SHOW

DANCING

CAFETERIA
Every Cent Toward Equipment
DON'T MISS THIS FAMOUS
DANCE

AN
APPRECIATION
I wish to express my heartfelt
thanks to all those who made It
possible for us to have the best
Christmas business in years.

EDWIN H. CRIE
(THE CRIE SHOPS)
JANUARY SALE STARTS
MONDAY

186’lt

genuine

"THE MAINE WAY"
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raved

STATIONERY
At Th* Loweat Prices lo fflatoryl

Visiting Cards
100 paneled cards, choice Ol 4
elzet and 30 styles of engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED, only___ $1.S5

Wedding Announcements
or Invitations
On while or Ivory stock—wed
ding or plate finish. Inside and
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
CLUDED ................................... $$.$$

Social Stationery
Special styles for men and women.
A choice of lovely colors, mono
grams and styles ol engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED______________

$2.25. $3.95 md ap.
Business Stationery
S00 business cards or Hammermill
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
CLUDED. only____________ VIM
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The make-up of the executive
council which will advise Governorelect Lewis O. (Barrows (R) during
hls two year term was virtually de
cided upon Thursday.
The new legislature will formally
elect the council when lt convenes
Jan. 6 Nomination by leglslatorselect ln the counties to be repre
sented on the Executive board ls
tantamount to election, however.
Loke the Incumbent council the
new group will be wholly Republican,
but there will be but one holdover,
Orman B. Fernandez, Old Town,
representing district six, Penobscot
and Piscataquis counties.
Qther councillors-designate: Dis
trict one. York and Oxford, Fred
erick O. Eaton, Rumford banker and
former state representative; district
two, Cumberland. Harold F. Schnurle, a state senator in the present
legislature and chairman of the state
development commission; district
three, Androscoggin, Franklin, and
Sagadahoc, Frank N. Blanchard,
Wilton, a livestock breeder and
former state senator and represen
tative; district four, Kennebec and
Winthrop, former state senator; dis
trict five, Knox,,Waldo, Lincoln, and
Hancock, State Senator C Carroll
BlaisdeU. Franklin; district seven,
Aroostook and Washington, Andrew
J. Beck Washburn, chairman of the
Aroostook County Council.
The legislature decides from which
I county in each district the council
lors shall be chosen, except in dis
trict two. which contains only one
county. Cumberland, most populous

Newspapers and radio in Boston
and New York are being employed
at present in advertising the merits
of Maine food-stuffs to the millions
of consumers who live in the big
centers of population.
The newspaper part of the program
began Nov. 25 and will terminate
Feb. 23. In advertisments advanta
geously displayed on the food pages,
lt urges housewives and other buyers
to ask for Maine products.
The radio half of ithe program con
sists of a five-minute broadcast three
times a week ow WOR during which
the superlative quality of Maine
foods is extolled.
In both the newspaper and radio
campaigns, a cook book entitled
“Delicious Maine Foods Prepared
The Maine Way" is being offered to
those who write lin requesting itThe campaign, abbreviated though
it may be because of the limited
amount of money available, has

Fire turned the famous Crystal
Palace in London to molten glass and
twisted steel, but failed to destroy
the memories of millions of Britons
and foreign visitors from every con
tinent who "took In" a Crystal
Palace show while in the British
Capital.
“The Crystal Palace was one of the
most imposing and romantic exhibi
tion halls ln London," says a bulletin
from the Washington, D. C., head
quarters of the National Georgrapbic
Society. It was a mammoth, draity
edifice of glass and steel, 1.808 feet
long, consisting of a great central
hall with aisles and two transcepts.
Two Hundred Acres of Grounds

Annual Meeting

The Annual Meeting of the Shareholders of the Rockland Loan
and Building Association will be held at the office of the Corpora
tion, No. 18 School Street, Rockland. Maine, at 7.30 o’clock, Monday
evening, January 11, 1937, for the following purposes:

First
To listen and act upon Reports of the Directors and Officers
for the past year.
Second
To choose a Board of eleven Directors and an Auditor.

Third
To transact any other business that may properly come before
the meeting.
H. O. GURDY, Secretary.
Rockland, Maine, Dec. 24, 1936.
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A MEMORIAL FOR
THE NEW YEAR

ln commemoration of a depart
ed loved one will fittingly per
petuate a cherished memory
through all the years to come.
If you have someone who
should thus be thoughtfully re
membered we will, upon request,
help you in the selection of a
monument that will most' appro
priately reflect your preference.

WILLIAM E .DORNAN<SON
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION ond THOMASTON

Volume 91................ Number 155.

A TRAGIC HOLIDAY

AND NOW TO EQUIP IT
William Mank Killed In Motor Accident—St.
George Fisherman Drops Dead—Friendship
Boy Run Over
William Mank, 24. if Union was for H. Morton of Union. The young
instantly killed in West Rockport at man was not married.
Medical Examiner Weisman ord
8.30 last night, when the motorcycle
ered the body taken to the Burpee
which he was driving was in collision undertaking rooms for examination.
with a wood laden truck owned and
Young Mank was a son of the late
operated by Raymond Harriman, Clarence Mank and is survived by
whose present home is in this city. his mother, Mrs. Carrie Mank. Mrs.
Carl A. Christofferson of Rockland
The tragedy occurred in front of
is a sister.
the residence of Orville Brown.
• • • •
Mr. Harriman and his two com
Friendship Boy Injured
This is Rockland’s new Community in the new auditorium which will panions Frank Collins and Jesse Col
William Walter, 9, of Friendship, is
Building as it appears today in its feature a 15-piece orchestra, a fine lins, also of Rockland, were return on the danger list at Knox Hospital
final stages of completion. Rockland floor show and a modern cafeteria ing from Liberty with a load of as the result of injuries received in
that town yesterday forenoon when
citizens are now engaged in the man- Other events make a crowded ealen
he was knocked rown and run over
sized task of raising a fund of $10,000 dar for the next few months, among heavy logs.
to so equip the fine structure that it them an early return engagement of As they neared the village of West by a motor car.
Two cars were in the immedi
may fill its full social duty in the the WPA band and vaudeville troup Rockport there suddenly loomed out
city. The first major event in the which made such a hit at last week's of the darkness a rapidly moving mo- ate vicinity of the accident, one
torcyclefl which, they say, bore no driven by Miss Goldie Putansu of
campaign is the New Year's Eve dance opening.
headlight, and was on the life side of Clark Island, and the other a Mas
the road.
sachusetts car which was not identi
Harriman says he made every fied.
effort to avoid a collision, but that
State Patrolman Stanley P.'and
the right wheel of hls truck struck made a careful investigation of the
the motorcycle and his machine then affair, and obtained the version of
careened off the highway into the several eye-witnesses, but declined to
bushes, with its right forward wheel make an official statement at this
smashed. The impact must have time.
been terrific for the motorcycle was
The boy, who is an adopted son of
found in the ditch a crumpled mass Crosby Walter, had not regained con
The Southern Winter Cruise Con- ■ engineered the contest to a happy of wreckage. About 10 feet away was sciousness this morning and his con
test ended Christmas Eve with Misses , conclusion.
the body of young Mank, lying on his dition is regarded as very grave. Ha
Vivian Mullen and Edna Gregory far ' The winners are scheduled to leave back and with his head badly crushed
is attended by Dr. C. B. Popplestone
in the lead, their totals being 76.43? , Rockland Jan. 15 and New York the
The Browns were not at home, and who states that one leg is broken and
and 73,164 respectively. Francis E following night aboard the Brittanic there was no near access to a tele
that there werc severe injuries to
Havener. Jr. came in third with with their first stop at Nassau and phone. One of the occupants of the
the head.
57,582; Arlene Havener fourth with j their destination Havana. They will truck ran to the home of Second Se
• • • •
42,807; iCharles Mitchell fifth witn spend two days and nights in the lectman J. J Dunbar, who with his
Fisherman's Sudden Death
21,114 and Leon White sixth with , exciting Cuban city and then return son, went immediately to the scene
Returning from a lobster fishing
10.660. The judges were Harry E. ; arriving in Rockland around Jan. 26. after notifying the sheriff's depart trip yesterday afternoon, John W.
Wilbur, Lendon C. Jackson and
A substantial third prize is award- ment and State Police.
Coffin. 64, of Port Clyde hastened
Chauncey M. D. Keene.
; ed by M. B. & C. O. Perry in the
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick and State up the wharf to spend the remainder
Just before the closing hour Thurs- form of a ton of coal; fourth, a $10 Patrolman Stanley Poland of Friend of the holiday with his family. He
day night Miss Mullen appeared be- I order for groceries by the same firm; ship took charge of the situation, the collapsed almost immediately after
fore the judges at Perry’s Main Street fifth, 25 gallons of gasoline from Sea former driving to East Union for stepping ashore and died instantly.
Market with a traveling bag filled View Garage, and sixth, a photograph Medical Examiner H. J. Weisman, The case was investigated by State
with votes, and close on her of Owl's Head from Cries Gift Shop, who was attending a Christmas party Patrolman Stanley Poland and by
heels Miss Gregory with a market bag The highest boy receives a travel case
Medical Examiner H. J. Weisman.
at the Bird camp.
and a shoe box filled to overflowing from Gregory's store, the highest girl
The name of the victim had re who said that death was due to heart
These contributions kept the weary , a box of silk hose from Sente’ mained unknown until some man disease. Coffin is survived by hls
judges busy until the small hours of ■ Crane's, and a bottle of Coty's per- homeward bound for Union Identified wife Mrs. Lillian Coffin and a daugh
Christmas morning. Sidney E. Cullen J fume from Johnston's.
him as William Mank, a truck driver ter.

"Originally built ln Hyde Park for
the Great Exhibition of 1851, three
years later it was moved to its pres
ent site at Upper Norwood, dominat
ing southeast London. No one can
estimate its value to the British
proved highly satisfactory. It pre- ,
. , ,
sages an unprecedented demand for j
for since U was °Pened lt has
Maine products If lt ls possible in blended education with the amuse'
[ ment of sideshows, exhibitions, conthe future to be able to spend enough
money in this way to sponsor a real 1 certs, organ recitals and fireworks
campaign worthy of our agriculturalj dlsplays;j
W“..“
was used for training the Royal
and seafood industries.
Without question the public is tak Division and was nicknamed 'HMS.
ing kindly to our suggestions that Crj-Stal PaIac€' Prom 1920 to 1923
they buy Maine foods. Many who lt housed the taperial War Museum'
Recently the Palace was used for
have done so have written to this
flower,
dog and poultry shows. As
office saying that Maine foods have
more than lived up to expectations. side attractions it had a movie house
Many have thanked us for bringing and thrU,in8 motz,r cycle races on its
these foods to the attention of the dirt track. Radio research was car
ried on in one of its flanking towers.
buying public.
The
two hundred acres of grounds
There is one rift In the lute, how
ever. Often it is Impossible for pro are a quaint mixture of ancient and
spective buyers to Identify Maine modem, with tennis courts, walks, old
in the state.
products on their grocer's shelves classical statuary, row boats, and lifeELMER ALLEN’S CHAT Often even the .grocers themselves size mode“s °f Prehistoric animals In
The
are unable [to tell whether or not tlieir geological . formations.
triennial
Handel
festivals,
reminding
Again Invokes the Aid of a product originated in Maine.
American visitors of the famous
"Town Talk" and the Om The urgent need at present is to Bach festivals at Bethlehem, Penn
have every food iproduct leaving
nipresent Seagull
Maine tagged or labeled in some sylvania were held in the Handel
way so that identification will be Orchestra auditorium, which could
I Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
accommodate 4.000 persons.
easy.
These items were taken from
This, of course, does not mean that
British Enjoy Exhibitions
“Town Talk," April 27, 1887: Miss
a grower or shipper who has built up
“
Exhibitions
fascinate the British.
Julia Teel was teaching school in
a brand name should discard it and They find in them gay spectacles and
District 9 —6ch. D. Webster of Vlnalhave his product lapse into anony- displays portraying their manners,
naven was loading rough stone at
the quarry in Willardham.—Misses mity. When a plan submitted to the modes, customs and habits. Hie
. Nannie Kalloch and Abbie Morton Maine Development Commission and } commercial London, which few tourthe State Agricultural Department ists see, boasts many fine exhibition
visited Miss Alma Alien In Willardby Sturges Dorrance, of the Dorrance, halls. The best known is Olympia
; ham.
Sullivan Advertising Company of while a short distance away are the
Elmer Allen shot the whitest black
New York is adopted hy growers and White City and Earl's Court. They
bird seen In the community.—Miss
shippers who subscribe to it they will form a little city of spectacular show
Rose Sheerer came home on account
not only retain any good will that places not far west of London's aris
1 of the illness ot her mother.—Samuel
they have built up in the past, but tocratic 'West End.'
' Simmons was painting and repairing
will receive the full benefit of Maine
“Olympia, a huge, glass-roofed
hls wagons for summer work.—John
agricultural advertising.
building covering six acres, is fhe
Fuller received 400 pounds of cod
The plan is simple, inexpensive, scene of commercial exhibits where
fish from Matinicus (Mr. Fuller is
and workable. It consists merely in east meets west, for here buyers
89 years old and in spending the
employing a common means of come from Peru and China. Canada
winter in Attleboro. He reads every
identification to be used on every and Syria. France and Australia to
issue of The Courier-Gazette).
product leaving Maine. Tirus, all window-shop and place orders. In
Sch. Kendrick Fish arrived from
tags, labels or packages to be em- the spring it is the scene of two
I Rockport and sailed the following
ployed would use a common color outstanding ev€nte
L^on-the
j day
for Fortress Munroe.—Mrs.
scheme and a common design. That Royal Military Tournament and tlie
’ Charles Orant of South Thomaston
submitted by Mr. Dorrance is a de Horse Show. Last year furniture
was visiting her parents, Mr. and
sign consisting of three color bands;
trades, ideal homes, terrier club, con
Mrs. Silas HaU.—John amalley was
the top blue, the middle white, and
fectionery. radio, shipping, engineer
working at |he Bodfwell Granite Co.
the bottom red.
ing and automobile exhibits; the
quarry.
On the blue band the words, "State
Royal Horticultural Society’s Flower
Albion Andrews, a paving cutter,
of Maine" appear. On the white
Show, and a circus and fair were
walked1 210 (miles each month to his
band is the name, address, and brand
held there.
work.—Leroy Meservey was trapping
name of the grower or shipper. On
"In near-by White City are held,
field mice on (Southern Island.
the red band is (the name of the pro
Continuing my story of the sub
under floodlights, Rugby football
duct such as ‘(Potatoes,'' “Corn,1
ject of gulls. Herbert ElwelL a lobs Blueberries.'' 'Sardines." or what-1 gameR and other athletic contesU'
ter fisherman, told me recently of ever the product w be.
and ^eyhound racing, besides many
an experience Which he had with
For canned goods, the design may exhibitions.
two of those birds. On a cold morn
“Drab Islington, one of the most
consist merely of a small stricker at
ing he was puUlng his lobster pots
tached to the can. For potatoes a populous suburbs of northern Lon
and fiUing bait bags. After complet
tag on large bags or a special package don. boasts the seventy-five-yearing these chores, he took off a pair for small lots of fancy bakers could old Royal Agricultural Hall. Cattle,
of new mittens and laid them on the
be used. Thus every food stuff pro horse, and dog shows, used-car, shoe
washboard of the boat.
duced in the state could carry this and leather, and brewers exhibits and
He turned around for an Instant to mark of identification.
public works displays spread oter its
cover his lobsters and then reached
The advantages of this plan can three acres of space, while at Christ
for his mittens. They were gone! hardly be overestimated. It offers a mas time, there is fun and laughter
Two gulls which had followed him all
safe, sure, economical way to identify at the inevitable circus and World's
that morning were flying off, each
our products so that those who see Fair.
with a mitten by the thumb. Being
“In northwest London, a little sta
them advertised can but,- safe in
disappointed in their haul, they
the knowledge that they are obtain tion called Wembly Park conjures up
dropped the mittens in the water
ing real Maine foods. It is a plan ghosts of a great exhibition, for here,
about 200 yards from the boat. By
that will Ibe beneficial to all, and not in 1924 and 1925, was held the Brit
the time Mr. Elwell reached that
ish Empire Exhibition.
Called
to any special group.
point they had sunk. He happened
The Maine agricultural and seafood 'Wembley' for short, it was to Lon
to have a pair of old (mittens on the
industries need the benefit of ad don what ‘A Century of Progress' was
boat, else he would have frozen his
vertising augmented by the advanta to Chicago but all that remains to
hands.
ges of having every Maine product day of its halls, oriental temples, ar
(Elmer E. Allen
proudly displaying to the world the tificial lakes, fountains and walks is
Tenants Harbor, Dec. 24
fact that it came from the Pine Tree the Empire Stadium. This huge bowl
State and that it is the best product is half as large again as the Colos
of its kind to be found anywhere.
seum at Rome and has a seating
By Earle Doucette
capacity of 100.000."
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Advisory Body For Coming Delicious Foods Prepared In Interesting Facts About Lon
Two Years Practically De
Pine Tree State Now Wide
don’s Crystal Palace Re
cided Upon
ly Advertised
cently Burned
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Entered as Second Clue Mell Matter
By Tbe Courier-Gazette, 465 Mein St.

MISSES MULLEN AND GREGORY WIN

Southern Cruise Contest Girls Start Trip Jan. 15
—Several Other Fine Prizes

A NEW COMMISSION

FOR WARREN COUPLE

Is Getting Ready To Admini Golden Wedding Reception
To Be Held Tonight In the
ster Unemployment Com
pensation Law
Congregational Church
Chairman Clifford A. Somerville of
the State Commission named to ad
minister
Maine's
Unemployment
Compensation Law said he was as
sured Thursday from Washington
that the act would be approved by
a
the Federal Social Security Board.
Somerville explained he was ad
vised by Gov. Brann. who is in Wash
ington, that the Federal Board “has
given the assurance that the Maine
act will be approved not later than
next Tuesday."
The Maine law was enacted last
week at a special legislative session
in conformance with tne Social Se
curity Act’s jobless insurance pro
visions.
The chairman of the commission
said he would be in Washington
next Monday for a conference with
the Social Security Board, which
also requested that State Controller
William A. Russells attend the meet
ing because of the financial setup
provided in the law."
Somerville and the other Republi
can member of the commission, My
ron E. Bennett of Sanford, assumed
thelr duties without confirmation by
the Executive Council. Frank John
son of Woodland, Democratic mem
ber of the commission, found it im
possible to be present at the flrst
meeting.
The
commissioners, Somerville
said, were ordered by the Governor
to begin their work of setting in
operation the law immediately with
out confirmation, because “it is so
late and there is so much work to
be done in such a short time."
The commission planned first to
ascertain the number of employers
in Maine who come under provisions
of the act by employing eight or
more persons, and then notify them
that their taxpayments will become
due by Jan. 31 of next year.
Somerville said he expected to
complete arrangements soon for ac
quiring temporary headquarters In
Augusta, adding the commission
planned to "set up a temporary
clerical force as soon as possible."
The commissioners conferred on
Thursday with George W. Leadbetter,
state commissioner of health and
welfare, who explained details of the
Federal Social Security Board pro
gram,

Members of the Congregational
Ladles' Circle and the members of
the parish of the Congregational
Church are invited by the circle to
attend the informal reception, Sat
urday evening in the parlors from 7
to 9, given ln honor of the golden
wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
John G. Munsey, which fell on
Christmas Day. Mr. Munsey has
been deacon of the Congregational
Church for nearly 25 years and Mrs.
Munsey ls a member of the Stand
ing committee of the Congregational
Church.
Mrs. Munsey was born in North
Warren, in 1883, daughter of Augus
tus M and Irene (Jones) Jameson.
She attended the Warren schools,
Union High School, and Castine Nor
mal School. She is a member of Ivy
Chapter, Order of the Eastern Star
of Warren.
Mr. Munsey was born in Wiscas
set, in 1855, the son of David G. and
Sarah
(Sheldon) Munsey.
He
learned the business of candy mak
ing in Bath of George W. Norton
and ran a confectionery store in
Hudson, Mass, for 12 years, and a
candy store and lunch room in War
ren for 18 years before his retirement
from active business. He still sup
plies local stores with his sweets how
ever, and is busy during the winter
season at his trade.
Mr. and Mrs. Munsey have two
sons, Clarence and Everett of Rock
land, one daughter, Mrs Ethel Grif
fin of Warren and three grandchil
dren.

NEW YEAR’S EVE

Community Building
Auditorium

Rockland’s Greatest Dance
Of All Time
DO YOUR BIT

HE’S AFRAID OF NOBODY

Bill Withee Hasn’t Fought For 40 Years, But Is
Going To Tackle Hamlin
-4-

“I'm going in there to lick him; not
to knock him out, but to outpoint
him."
That’s what Bill Withee, 70-yearoid prizefighting champ told the
sports editor, Thursday, and his eyes
flashed and his muscles corded as he
made the remark.
The man who is going to feel the
weight of the old veteran's blows, and
who will attempt to duck his speedy
uppercuts is Oliver Hamlin, no spring
chicken, himself, but a mere youth
when you compare his 35 years with
Bill Withee's 70.
Withee, who has been a resident of
Rockland since last April, a silent
partner in the American House, was
born in Bangor, with a pair of box
ing gloves on. He fought 50 battles
behind closed doors and many public
ring battles, losing only one decision.
"I’m afraid of no man, black, white
or yellow," said the old pugilist, and
he proved it once by going into the

ring at 135 pounds and facing a man
who stood 6 feet 4 and weighed 240.
“I could hit as hard as Fitzsim
mons and could fight from any angle.
More he might have said but for
a modesty which forbids him to talk
about his own achievements.
Bill Withee has had a varied
career, having once served as a police
officer out in Michigan He has per
sonally met such famous champions
as John L. Sullivan, Chauzinsk,
Paddy Ryan, Peter Johnson Jeffries,
Sharkey, Dempsey and Schmeling.
"Whom do you consider the great
est heavyweight in the ring today?"
he was asked.
“James Braddock," was the prompt
reply. "He's the greatest heavy
weight since Jeffries. He has the
heart, the punch, the cleverness, the
gameness, and those things are what
make the successful fighter.
Bill Withee is matched for a tworound bout with Oliver Hamlin at tlie
Tillson Avenue Stadium New Year's
night.

N Hill of Warren was fined $10
and costs in Municipal Court Thurs
New Store Will Open Mon day for operating a truck and trailer
which were without tail ligiitc An
day Morning At 433 Main other car had been in collision with
it and badly damaged.
t
Street

"GOFKAUF'S” HERE

Rockland's Gofkauf store will open
Monday morning at 433 Main street,
foot of Limerock, in the large space
recently vacated by Penobscot Grill.
This is the 44th store in the New'
England chain of automobile acces- j
sory stores operated by the famous
firm.
Gofkauf's will remain open daily
8 a. m. to 9 p. m., carrying everything
imaginable for the automobile
amounting to over 5000 separate
items. Arnold Nelson and Glenn A.
Lawrence are associated in the ven
ture with Nelson as manager and
Lawrence contact man. This morn
ing’s holiday shortness of time pre
vents a more extended notice of the
new store.

Special roller skating every after
noon this week and next at Spanish
Villa rink for school children under
16 years admission only 10 cents.
153-155

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week The loss qf these tastes ls a
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin
TO “ANDY"
Little life of furry blackness.
Do you ever tire?
All day long you have been going
Like an engine to a fire.
Tiny bit of canine beauty.
Am I pal to you?
Sniffing groundward, thus you follow—
Seeking out this friend that's new.

Puppy dog with coat so wiry.
Are your thoughts sea-deep?
Quizzically your black eyes watch me—
Getting ready for a leap.
Small, warm body pressed against me.
Do you seek my love?
For I feel your moist tongue lapping—
Reaching for my face above.

Thick-set dwarf of Scotland—are you
Listening for sweet names?
Pointed ears erect are eager.
But one word your spirit tames.
Whiskered face of puppy ltveness.
Do you aeek my soul?
You have pulled my very heartstrings
Bv vour doings, Scottie droll.
—Isabel p. Lynch
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God shall send forth his mercy and
his truth. —Ps. 57: 3.

HOSPITAL CHEER

As It Was Experienced At
the Knox During Christ
mas Season
Christmas festivities at Knox Hos- ’
pital began with the nurses' house
party Tuesday night. This is an an
nual affair and is always enjoyable
Music, interpretations and monologue
made up the program. Gifts were
distributed from a gaily decorated
tree.
The holiday quiet settled over the
hoyyital presenting more time “off
duty" as well as more time for deco
rating trees on the wards. The aux
iliary followed Its usual custom of
sending gifts to the wards. To the
women boxes of candy; to the men
cigarets and candy. Some of us look
upon the auxiliary as “the tie that
binds.”
We were pleased that the condi
tions of almost all of the patients
allowed a full turkey dinner. Bright
Santa's made by the office group
brightened the trays. We must not
forget the carols of the children from
Pratt Memorial Clhurch nor their
delightful faces when shown an in
fant seven days old—“a real doll”
said one.
Then Christmas night when in the
hospital the “all is calm" period
again reigns and the night nurse
comes on. and wistfully says “yes I
had a nice Christmas." Then during
a lull—listens to what only she so
well knows—the language of the
clock:

^°r'Vi,

AICE TIA4SWIVQ
MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

MON DEC. 28-8 A. M

'Tlck-tock-Dawn blush and mounting
lark
Man awaits the miracle of birth
A feeble cry ripples the silence
Eyes seek the clock—a boy. Born 6 47
Tick-tock-Mornlng sun through the
vines
Blue china-cllnklng silver-bright
Babble of chlldren-mothers eyes on
the clock-brothers-slsters-8.30 time
for school.
Tlck-tock-Stalned glass Windows-bright
bloom;
Whispering satln-a misty veil—
Sister married at noon.
TIck-tock-Twillght hush-and mourning
dove
Man uwalts-awed. stunned—
A fluttering sigh and silence.
Passed away 7 35

° U N T E D

t OPEN EVERY

In the Tenants Harbor column the
introductory item, read lately, In
terested me. “The marsh has frozen
over and the young people are enjoy
ing skating.” And here’s the old re
frain, “Backward, turn backward, O
Time in your flight, make me a boy
again just for tonight."
And here is the saa part of It: The
boy would have no skates to go down
on The Marsh and have fun. They
went with the horse when I sold It
in 1922
In memory I go back to the fall of
1878. We had moved Nov. 11 to the
Marshall house f where W. E. Sheerer
now lives) and f car see Uty-elf In
my room at the top of the house
’coking out ov.* • the Harbor and
’•.ordering if n:.’ big brother, Bill,
would bring m? a pair of skates
when he came ho;;:?. Kc did.
Dad's diary, as of Dec II, 1878.
read: “Will came home toniiht Has
not been home before for one and
one-half years." I learned to skate
with the present he brought me. I re
member very well of taking off my
ankles skin as large as a half dollar
As a skater I was a good acrobat.
It was some years after that when
I heard the strains of the “Skater’s
Waltz" by Waldteufel. I am sure
that if the Tenants Harbor cornet
band had played it down at The
Marsh. I could have learned to be a
skater.
There have been wars; there have
been many Presidents of the U. S. A.;
kingdoms have gone; pings have
abdicated; the sailing ship has gone;
the horse and buggy days have gone;
but thank God, The Marsh of my
boyhood days still remains. “The steel
is our pinion, our roof the broad
blue.” Let's go skating!
Boze
Somerville, Mass., Dec. 24

adc of 40 02
«n*teJ finished in

Ppin«

EA UNIVERSAL

I

HOT WATER
HEATER

CROYDON
RADIO

99 Long
and short wave.
Licensed by R.C.A. Em
'9S bodies
all the features
of the best radios made.
99 5speaker.
tube AC-DC. Dynamic
2 band switch.
9
Mahogany finish. Lists
£' tar si:.3o.

GOFKAUF’S

°n type
Ford A

OPENING SPECIAL:

|

COFKALTS

Chevrolet 8

Harmonizes------withear's interior.
Oversize elogproof tubes for
more heat. Rattleproof construction. Complete ready to
install. Lists far S8.S5.
COFKALF’S PRICE

TIP-TOP
RADIATOR
CEMENT

GENUINE

PYROIL

Seak all leaks

cd ‘o ga« or oil
mc!,,r re-pan

automatically

PQ nr

85c list

price

WMV

PAR
GLASS DEFROSTER Defrosting
I------- —s
FAN

Other Radies priced from

AUTO FUSES

AUTO BULBS

Handy metal box eon
tabling 3 fuses

Guaranteed Quality
Headlite
difference or

21 Candle Power

X

2 wire type. Clears

PP tance Cord I Genuine
DEW'°

Handy for
any
emergency
35c list

Removes snow
and ice from

windshield efficiently
k
$1.00 list

windshield

•-W

brake
FLUID

4 Gofkauf Special I Llsts tor I

52.50 list

J?,

J

L

Tailite 3 C. P.

Muni,
UlOtor
,'*haust

WIPER
Extension

Genuine TRICO
WINDSHIELD WIPER

FELT Undermats

ension

Celluloid

Keeps out cold
ar.d dust.

Attaches to wiper.
Gives more vision.
50c list

35c list

?S?^ESlHSTALljj

Exchange
$3.50 list

GLARANTEED

TIRE CHAINS
For all cars and trucks. Sturdily
built for satisfactory service in
severe weathers.

S3.50 list
Priced as low as

^tury that laughs at winter

FROST-CHEK
RADIATOR ANTI-FREEZE
Gives instant radiator
protection. Factory
sealed cans.

GUARANTEED

’'niKrSriS''

FRDST

VICTOR

Battery Charger

~su

gold standard
batteries

Charges battery without
removing from ear. Com
plete with cord ar.d plug.

,ranteed “>r

S5.00 list

23c each up

SATISFACTION

*SG.5O.

GUAR

NTEED

OR

MONEY

/^pla

«i«ht t

DUAL EMERGENCY CHAINS

<

Oofkaufs Special-

BACK

NO MAIL ORDERS. NO DEALERS SUPPLIED. QUANTITY LIMIT RESERVED

PARLOR
HEATERS
Crackle finish.
Will
heat 1500 cubic feet of
spaoe or one average size
room. Requires no fineCan be operated at a surpris
ingly low cost.

Accelerator
=BSs
Buttons
EZH), For most

SPONGE
WEATHER STRIPS

For most
cars.
ji.oo list

Priced from

Two full size burners on individual
stands. Cast iron battle stand with
enameled oil reservoir. Complete
as shown.

$12.50 list

priced as 'ow as

$2.29 Exch

2 CELL
FLASHLITE

99BjA

,

Nickel plated
, ' ranee beam

SAVE VP TO 50'-, ON

$450 list

RADIATORS

For Popular Cars
Guaranterd non-bursting,
iclf-cooling. For Ford A
1928-29 cars.

$9.00 list

$6.95 Exch
GENERATORS
Rebuilt with all new parts.
Fully guaranteed. $5.00 list

FRONT SPRINCS

‘,,,$2.59 Exch
QUALITY PRODUCTS ONLY

Raileries

Gives you accurate test
freeze strengin.

Exart replacement
of standard equip
ment. For Ford A.

GUARANTEED
RANGE OIL BURNER

Felt Back Floor
MATS
Eliminates
drafts.

CYLINDER HEADS

TIMELY HELPS
for the
HOMEMAKER
Furniture is never “finished” to the
extent that it will continue to stay
in good condition, says Edna M. Cobb
Extension home management spe
cialist, University of Maine. Wood
needs an occasional oiling to feed the
pores and keep it from drying out.
The air in our houses is usually too
dry and helps furniture to dry out so
that parts become uoose, the wood
warps and cracks, and veneering may
loosen. One thing to do, therefore,
in addition to going over the furni
ture with a good oil polish from time
to time, is to keep the room air
moist by means of a pan of water
near the radiator.

manifold
heaters

winter
fronts

GENUINE

The night watches all over the
world have their Christmas too.
E. D.

Tenants Harbor Days I
•>—-- - - - - - - - - ,——.-.4

ZfPPER

G U AR ANTEE D

R EP L A C E M E NT PARTS

HEATER THERMOSTAT j fog lamp

X, lA A

ggSf

Increases the
hea“n« efficiency
of '°ur hoi waUr

’"•'S.IS'"
$1.50 list

Amber lens
penetrates all
hazardous
weather eonI ditions. With
bracket*.

I $2.50 list

courteouTservic? ASSURED

Every-Other-Day
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NEW YEAR’S EVE

M. E. WOTTON & SON

^luirrlicp i

405 MAIN ST.,
DECEMBER.
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1934
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Community Building
DANCING
FLOOR SHOW
CAFETERIA
PRIZES (and howl

SERMONETTE
True To Her Course

devotional, appropriate to the New
Year, and the theme will be “Life's
Mcst Important Interview." The
hymn-sing will have the musical sup
port of Mrs. Charles Emery with her
| violin and Miss Nathalie Jones at the
i pano.
Sunday school will meet at
P.30 and Comrades of the Way at 6
p. m. for the annual Christmas re
union. The meeting will begin with |
| a light supper, and a special pregram
will be arranged. All former ComI rades who lare in town are invited as
guests.
• • « •
At the Littlefield Memorial Church,
Rev. C. A. Marstaller's morning sub
ject will be "What the New Year 1
Offers." Mrs Evelyn Spencer will ^4
sing a solo; Sunday school at 11.45;
Junior Christian Endeavor at 5.15 and
senior Endeavor at 6.15. Evening Sr
service Is at 7.15, the sermon subject, Sr
"Some New Things God Has Vjf
Promised." Mrs. Evelyn Hart will $$
sing a solo. The Abbie Sanderson M
Guild will meet with Miss Eleanor ,
Nye Monday evening. Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at 7.30. Thurs- [ Sr
day evening there will be a watch ; Sr
night service beginning at 8 o’clock. I

ROCKLAND, ME.

P. N. CORSET SCOOP
These Corsets are NEW—They are
NOT Close=Out Numbers

Would anyone have believed, a
few short years ago, that we in the
United States would daily hear
financial, business and profes
The Practical Front garments in this event are, without question, the finest merchandise ever offered to the <01115
Piece Orchestra 15
sional men debating whether our
government can remain solvent?
sumer at the price, and far exceed any other values we have ever given, with style and quality comparable.
FAVORS
That we could hear a statistical
COMING NEIGHBOKIIOOD EVENTS
ROCKLAND'S GRANDEST EVER
We are offering three of the best selling styles in Practical Front garments. They are genuine sale value, ma^‘
Dec. 28—Shakespeare Society meets at
man, like Roger Babson, suggesiand
the William Bok Home for Nurses.
•
ing it possible for you to purchase the $9.00 corsets and comfolettes for $6.00, the $8.00 models for $5.00.
ing
the
possibility
that
thjs
may
Dec. 31- New Year’s Ball at Communi
Every Cent Toward Equipment
ty Eal’.dlns auditorium.
be
the
last
administration
before
Jan. 1—New Years Day
Jan. 6—South Hope—Grange Installs-1
a dictatorship? That ministers
tlon.
Jan. &—Rockport—Installation of of
Services for Lucius H. C. Wiggin and educators would be found
Model “S"—PRACTICAL FRONT CORSET—a neat gar
ficers, Fred A. Norwood, W.R.C.
tinged with Communistic doc
ment in line brocade—made for the more slender figure.
Jan. 8 — Lincolnville — Tranquility were held at the Russell Funeral
Grange Installation.
That committees of
Home Thursday, with Rev. Dr. John j trines?
Cleverly slenderizing but thoroughly comfortable with its
Jan. 10—Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster,
Bishop of Maine will visit St. Peter's Smith Lowe officiating. Many pretty t reputable women and misguided
inner vest and special elastic top.
Episcopal Church.
propagandists would seek to oper.
Jan 14—South Warren—Joint installa floral offerings surmounted the casket
$8.00 value . . . $5.00
tion of Good Will and Highland Granges. The bearers were Byron Webb, Benj. j our schools to addresses that
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
would
seek
to
open
our
schools
L.
Segal,
Elmer
Ames
and
Hugh
Feb. 22-27 -Community Food Fair In
the new auditorium.
Benner.
The interment was in j to addresses that would teach our
Model “CS"—PRACTICAL FRONT COMFOLETTE—for the
children to evade their plain, civic
Achorn cemetery.
more slender figure—fancy figured batiste with swami-top
The Black Cats were too muih lor
duties, should war come, thrust
inner vest and elastic top. Long; lovely unbroken lines for
the Black Birds at the Star alleys | Alexander Hill of East Friendship upon us; by upheaval of a world
the wearer of this handsome foundation.
Christmas Eve winning 1639 to 1598 was scheduled to appear in Municipal crazed by war lust, ancient hat
Court this forenoon to answer the reds and economic greed? That a
$8.00 value . . . $5.00
All boys who wish to play on the charge of assaulting Mrs. Lizzie Eller - Higli Churchman in the metropo
Alumni basketball team Jan. 1. should son of Friendship. It is alleged that lis of America should call for an
Model “CT"—PRACTICAL FRONT COMFOLETTE—for the
report at the High School gymnasium Hill called at the Ellerson home and armistice on preaching God's word
fuller figure—another exceptional value. Flattering all-inMonday morning at 9.30.
attempted a vivisection of the kitchen for a year or more?
one foundation of beautiful brocade with seif material top.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ( III R( II
range. Mrs. Ellerson naturally ob
It is enough to lead one to be
featuring the famous Practical Front inner vest specially
SF
designed to give extra abdominal support. Perfect control
The final meeting of the Dance jected, and Hill is alleged to have lieve our citizens are mad or so
ct|:SF
"Christian Science" is the subje
for troublesome curves—elegant foundation for fashion s
Committee before the New Year's struck her with a piece of the stove. indifferent that they will actually
newest gow ns.
of
the Lesson-Strmon which will be sF
Eve party will be held Monday night He was taken in custody by tne have to experience a crisis like
read in all Churches of Chri< Sci
at 8 o'clock in the Central Maine sheriff’s department.
that sweeping Spain before they
$9.00 value . .
entist on Sunday, Dec. 27.
will awaken to the common dan
Power Co. rooms, Main street.
The Golden Text is. "He that abidThis item appeared in a Boston ger.
eth in the doctrine of Christ, he hath
newspaper
yesterday:
"Among
gifts
Let us remember, whether we
PLEASE NOTE—These numbers cannot be duplicated
A holiday happy in every respect
both the Father and the Son"
O/
when this allotment is closed out
was passed at the Home for Aged from Massachusetts friends and well- believe in God or not, that He is
(2
John
1.9).
Women, thanks to the generosity of wishers found by President Roosevelt not mocked by our infidelity to
TTie citations from the Bible include
kind hearted citizens and orgau.ira- under his Christmas tree were three things we know to be right.
the following passages: “Gracq and
tions. The board of managers, un- I shiP models, the gift of Governor
Samuel Greenwood in his great
peace be multiplied unto you through
able to extend appreciation indlvidU-' Curley- These, the usual half-ships, book, “Footsteps of Israel," truly
the knowledge of God, and oi Jesus
ally, acknowledges through these ' were carved by that clever young points out “that changes of time
cur Lord. According as his divine
columns the many gifts and thought- | Camden, Me., craftsman Lloyd H. and circumstances do not exempt
power hath given unto us all things
fulness which made up a joyous' Thomas, who has already achieved mortals from the demands of God.
that pertain unto life and godliness.;
Christmas for the elderly residenU. considerable reputation for his work. The nature of good and evil and through the knowledge of him that |
Governor Curley chose for his gift the commands of God remain un
| hath called us to glory and virtue: - The sermon topic, Sunday morn
"The Great Admiral." "Abner Co- affected.’’
ing at the Baptist Church will be. "All
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
j We have also a more sure word of j
I burn" and the ‘Sovereign of the Seas'
Let
us
gaze
into
the
heavens
to

Things
New," with Church School at
I
prophecy:
whereunto
ye
do
well
that
|
held a meeting Wednesday night,
purchasing them from the Robert C. night and note that Polaris is still
noon.
plans being completed for the in...
i ye take heed, as unto a light that
, „
.
,,,
. ,
, „ ‘ Vose Galleries in this city,
in the North.
stallation which will soon take place.!
Mrs. Annie Russell was initiated at
j shineth in a dark place, until the day
William A. Holman .
dawn, and the day star arise in your | the meeting Wednesday of the E. A.
At the close of the business* session,
Day before Christmas a sad faced
a surprise Christmas tree, with a
---------- ----------------------------------- hearts (2 Peter 1:2, 3, 19).
Starrett Camp, S.U.V.. Auxiliary.
boy, Johnnie Nystrom, recently or
At the Universalist Church Sunday , ihe Lesson-Sermon also includes , Onz visitor was pre/ent from the
present for each member the work
of the president Mrs. Adah Roberts, I phaned son of Mrs. John Nystrom. morning (Dr. Lowe will take for his the' followiag selections from the Anderson Camp of Rockland. Followwalked into Postal Telegraph office subject of his New year's sermon
was a most enjoyable occasion. A
Christian Science Textbook, "Science ing the meeting, readings were heard
and asked Manager Frank Pratt if “Lessons In Contentment." In re- j
delicious buffet lunch was served
and Health with Key to the Scrip and a Christinas tree enjoyed.
he'd telegraph Santa Claus to leave sponse to numerous requests the ]
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy: "The
Callers Wednesday afternoon at '
any gifts not needed for other boys choir will repeat the Christmas Sun
term CHRISTIAN SCIENCE was in-J the home of George Teague were
Capt. William H Wincapaw. the ait Johnston's Drug Store where
day musical program. The church
troduced by the author to designate, George Haskell and daughter Mrs.
sky Santa Claus, made his annual Johnnie would call later. The kind
school will meet at 9.30; Mrs. Glover's
the scientific system of divine heal- Clara French of Lincolnville,
visit to his seacoast friends Thurs hearted Frank promptly got in touch
class 'at her residence at noon; Dr. ing. The revelation consists of two
day and Christmas Day. His schedMrs. Adelaide Sawyer and children
.
. 1 with the Johnston boys who in turn Lowe's class for men in the church
parts: 1. The discovery of this divine
uled stop at the Roclfiand airport did pu]led Qthers intQ the gentle
H1
, „
, . . .
, , ji----------------- ---- - - ------ con- parlor and Alpha Omega Young Peo- [Science of Mind-healing, through a Oiive. Irving and Doralis, of Camden
setous that the chemist 18 play
not materialize; mstea
e c re ed splracy, and eventually a delegation pie's Society in the vestry at 7 p. m.
are guests at the Congregational
spiritual sense of the Scriptures and
ing an Important part in their mode
over the field about 3 p. m. dropped
Qn
Blackman at
. . * *
Parsonage.
of living, few probably realize that
through the teachings of the Coma note for Adriel U. Bird and sped
Mrs. Robert Connell and son Rich- |
„ 1 i
psrfctm,. nboor fnr I VeazleHard"arc Co.andreceived
at, At> st Peter’s Church (Episcopal) I forter, as promised by the Master.
during the last six or seven years
on his way with Christmas cheer torI __
.
„ . . „ . „ pair of
. dpv j? o Kpnv
cost or less a
fine sled and a
there has been a distinct revolution
lights not already visited. Ute story 1
skates.
proper]y bund. Rev.E.O.Kenj?on, rector, the services ; 2. The proof, by present demonstra- ard came heme Wednesday from The
in the making of men's and wo
of his trips is deferred to the next I, .
. . rip1|.w.;
„f
I ,Or tomorrow wUI ** aPPr°Prlate for tion, that the so-called miracles of Lucette. Thomaston.
men's shoes which has now reached
issue
,
del*gWed
°fTJ°un° the Feast °f st- John the Evangelist Je6US did not speciany belong to a
Miss Marguerite Haskell joined her
tremendous proportions. Manufac
Nystrom when he called at Johns- and the Sunday within the octave of dispensation now ended, but that parents here for the holiday re
turers are rapidly adopting the
| ton's Christmas morning; and made christmas: Matins at 7.15; Holy , they illustrated an ever-operative di- turning to Portland yesterday.
newer process of using a special
High requiem mass was sung at St. his a truly Merry Christmas.
adhesive which makes stitching un
Communion at 7.30; church school vine Principle. The operation of this
Miss Lucy Teague of Cranford, N.
Bernard's Church Thursday morning
necessary.
omitted;
Holy
Euoharist
and
sermon
J.
,
is
spending
the
Christinas
recess
Principle indicates the eternality of
for Mrs. James E. Connellan (Ida
Statistics Just prepared show that
One of the happiest Christmas Eve at 10.30; Adoration of the Blessed the scientific order and continuity of with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Edlwin
Carey) with her brother. Rev. Fr. Leo
this year there will be made ap
events in the city was the joint ban Sacrament followed by a pageant for being” (Page 123:16-29).
C.
Teague.
Carey of Pittsfield as celebrant as
proximately 160.700.000 pairs of wo
quet at The Thorndike Hotel held by the church school at 3 p. m ; vespers
Mrs. M. R. Robinson, is improving,
men's shoes, or 3.5 pairs of shoes
sisted by Rev Fr. Morrisey and Rev.
the staffs of Strand and Park The at 7.30. Members of. the Rockland
per capita, and approximately 103.and able to sit up, the cast having
MARRIED
Fr. Young of St. Bernards. Inter
atres. Manager Joseph Dondis, ab Lions Club will be guests of the LEWIS-BEATON—At Rockland Dec. 24 been removed.
300,000 pairs of men’s shoes, or 2.2
ment was in the Catholic cemetery m
by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald Theo
pairs per capita. Of this total num of being sewed. From the time this strong that It Is said the leather)
sent from the city, was unable to parish at the 10.30 service.
The 12 members of the Forget-me
Thomaston, the bearers being John
dore D. Lewis, and Miss Maudie C
ber of 264,000.000 pairs of shoes method was Introduced there has will tear before the bond will glva
reach home in time for this annual
Beaten, both of Rockland.
V
•
•
•
not troop of Girl Scouts who sang
C. Fitzgerald of Portland. Walter
that If Is expected will be produced never been a season that failed to away.
FULLER-RAMSDELL—At Rockland, Dec.
event, but Manager L. J. Dandeneau
At the Pratt Memorial Methodist
Christmas carols Wednesday night
for these two groups in this coun show an Increase. Since the intro There are also other advantages.^
Harrington, David L. McCarty, Wil
25 by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
of Park Theatre presided in his usual Church on Sunday services will be as
Donald H Fuller and Miss Lrah M for elderly folks and shut ins. with
try In 1936, slightly less than duction of this method there has For example, manufacturers have
liam J. Sullivan. Edward C. Moran Jr.
Ramsde’.l, both of Rockland
cordial manner and essayed the role follows: 9.30 a. m..The Friendly Men's
60.000,000 pairs will be made by been more than 166,000.000 pairs of found that not only a much better’
their leaders, Capt. Irene Starrett
and John M. Richardson.
the new method which eliminates shoes manufactured In that way. styling Is possible, but that more'
of Santa Claus in “civies." There were Bible Class; 10.30. Morning Worship
and Lieut. Laura Jameson, were de
DIED
In doing away with sewing1 and flexibility and trimmer lines could
stttchlng In affixing the soles, if
many joke gifts—real hits driven
— At Damariscotta. Dec. 25 lighted with the hot chocolate, sand
Former United States Senator Oba home by some very clever rhyme. A with a New Year's sermon by the pas WALLACE
the ratio is maintained tor the re substituting an adhesive, the outer- also be obtained. Real comfort Is
Colby
L.
Wallace
of
Waldoboro,
aged
sole is bound to the welt, in mak another thing that Is stressed. One
mainder of the year.
65 years. 2 months. 15 days. Funeral wiches, and cake served at the home
diah Gardner, who has made his home telegram, offering felicitations, was tor; 12 m.. Church School and the
Sunday at 2 o'cloak from residence. of Mrs. Ethel Griffin. Members of the
This new method of using an ad ing men's shoes and the heavier reason Is that shoes made by this
in Augusta for several years, and who received from the district manager. Baraca Class; 6.30 p. m., Epworth
Interment In Wallace cemetery.
hesive Instead of stitching was In walking type of shoes for women, method are light and flexible, while
is afflicted with failing sight, tripped, A. J. Morrow of Portland. Steak, League service with special ritual of COFFIN—At Port Clyde. Dec 25. John Troop who passed the second class
troduced in 1929. That year, 2,000.- and is bound directly to the upper, at the same time being of sturdy
initiation.
Winfield
Chatto,
the
Wallace
Coffin,
aged
64
years.
6
test
Monday
were
Madeleine
Haskell.
and fell a flight of tetairs in the State turkey and lobster were served in
months, 16 days.
000 pairs of shoes were made by in women's evening shoes, without build. Another Is that fitting Is
House a few days ago. He escaped abundance. After the banquet a brief president, will be in charge and all COPELAND—At Rockland. Dec. 25. Carro Chrlfetine Jones. Marie Marr. Evelyn
this modem process. Since then the use of a welt. Soles affixed with more accurate. Sizes are true to
Edwlna (Mathews) wife of Thomas Smith, and Etta Starrett. Several
broken bones, but was badly shaken, entertainment was given by Arthur the young people of the church are
there has been a steady growth In the adbeBlve have been found to within a minute fraction of an Inch.
Copeland, aged 71 years. 10 months.
also awarded scholarship
the use of this process until, for the give the shoe greater strength than At the same time perfect breathing
and is confined to his room. Senator Crockett, accordion; Miss Victoria invited—a special invitation is ex
16 days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o’clock were
from Warren Baptist Church.
first nine months of this year, soles is obtained by sewing, as there are for the feet Is permitted and mois
badges. Etta Starrett was promoted
Gardner is a regular attendant at Anastasia, vocal solos, and little Bar tended to Leaguers home on vaca
JONES—At Thomaston. Dec. 23 Charles
were attached to 32,984.301 pairs no perforations in the leather made ture Is not so likely to be admitted
the Pomona Grange meetings in bara Newbert in very clever acro tion. At 7.30 a religious drama will
S Jones, aged 74 years. 3 months. 15 to lieutenant of the Blue Bird patrol.
with the use ol an adhesive Instead by threads. The adhesive Is so from the outside.
be
presented
by
th?
Young
People's
days
Funeral
today
at
2
o'clock
from
Dorothy
Simmons
is
scribe,
and
Ann

Knox County, the members of which batic dancing. Manager Dandeneau.
26 Main St.
and other friends, are hoping for his who received some presents which Department of the church school en WOOSTER — At Owls Head. Dec. 25. ette Haskell reporter.
titled "Carrying Christmas Around
Helen A , widow of Charles Wooster,
speedy recovery.
Pupils of the intermediate school
were not jokes, thanked the employes the World." A Watch Night Sen-ice
aged 74 years. 10 months. 16 days.
Funeral Monday at 2 o'clock from who have been neither late n'or absent
and guests.
residence.
will be 'held on Thursday evening at
Katherine’s Beauty Shop is now
the fall term are Richard Butler,
7.30.
located at 18 North Main street,
Howard Maxey, Ernest L. Starrett Jr.
CARD
OF
THANKS
• • • •
The officers of Claremont Comwhere she will be pleased to meet new
I wish all the many friends who Priscilla Hastings. Elizabeth KennlsNew Year's Sunday will be ob helped me so loyally during the recent
mandery, K. T. will be installed next
ton. Ann Norwood.Marilyn Randqulst,
customers as well as old.—adv.
Cruise Contest to know that
Monpay night by Em. Sir James A. served at the First Baptist Church Southern
I deeply appreciate their support and Leona Sidelinger. Ethel Wotton, Rus
It’
Richan, assisted by Em. Sir Carlyle tomorrow. The subject of the ser take this way to thank all those whom sell Fales, and Eleanor Fales.
In person.
U. Brown as grand marshal and Sir mon will be: “First Things First." I can't thank Francis
E. Havener. Jr.
Special roller skating every after
Rubj- Starrett is spending a few
Rockland.
Dec.
25
Rev. Robert L. Sheaff as grand chap The church school with classes for
noon this week and next at Spanish
days with Marion Wallace.
lain. Interspersing the program will men, women, boys, girls will meet for
CARD OF THANKS
Villa rink for school children under
The degree team from Meduncook
be orchestra selections and vocal solos noon. The Endeavorers Inspiration
I take this opportunity to thank the
16 years, admission only 10 cents.
friends who so kindly contributed Lodge of Friendship worked the rank
by Nettie Bird Frost. Members of Hour will open at 6 o'clock, ar.d many
votes to me. making It possible for me
153-155
of Knight on one candidate Tuesday
Camden Commandery and their ladies Thelma Whitehouse and Carlton I to take the Southern Winter Cruise.
Vivian Mullen
night for the Georges River Lodge
will be special guests. After the in Gregory, students in the Providence
Sale: All models at reduced price stallation ceremonies there will be re
K.P. and gave an excellent floor drill.
Bible Institute, will be the leaders.
AN APPRECIATION
beginning today. Sarah Linnell— freshments and dancing. The offlrersGuests were present from Arcana
I
am
deeply
grateful
for
the
splendid
The people's evening service will open
support .by many loyal friends which
adv.
elect of Claremont Commandery are. at 7.15 with the prelude and big sing, made possible the happy outcome of the Lodge of Thomaston and Camden
Winter Cruise Contest Please Lodge of Camden. Oyster stew was
Eminent Commander, Sir John A. assisted by the organ, piano and Southern
all accept my heartfelt thanks
served.
Stevens; Generalissimo, Sir Ernest A. choir. The subject of Mr. MacDon
Edna pregory
Rockland.
Dec.
25
J. N. Vinal, Mr. and Mrs. Willis IR.
[ Rogers; Captain General, Sir Harold ald's sermon will be: "How To Be
Vinal. and Josef Vinal. were holiday
| L. Rackliffe; Senior Warden. Em. Sir Happy in 2037."
The New Year's
guests of Mr. and Mrs. 6. A. Watts.
I Edward O B. Gonia; Junior Warden, prayer and praise meeting will be
Ambulance
Service
[ Em. Sir Harry H. Hanscom; Prelate. held on Tuesday evening at 7.15.
Grand New Year’s Ball. Waldoboro
' Em. Sir Edward R. Veazie; Treasurer. The annual Watch Night service will
H..S. auditorium. Let’s go.
1 Em. Sir Arthur F. Wisner; Recorder. be held on Thursday evening at 8.00.
155-156
• • » •
I Sir Charles L. Robinson; Standard
Bearer. Sir Howard E. Crozier; Sword
At the Congregational Church
AMBULANCE SERVICE ) Bearer, Sir Carlton E. Morse; Warder, morning worship is at 10.30. and the
WE BUY
Morticians
] Sir George |C. Sandner; U. S. Color theme of the sermon by Rev. Corwin
Bearer, Sir William G. Walker: H. Olds will be “Trust In a Shadow,"
Ten thousand pounds ot cement silo did not crush the all-steel body of the 1937 Studebaker
Guards, Em. Sir James A. Richan. or "After Christmas—What " The
TELS. 430 AND 781-1
Dictator Sedan shown above. A rcgulat farm si |o — five tons of it — was btnlf upon this StudeCLARENCE
E.
DANIELS
Em. Sir George L. St. Clair, Em. Sir mixed quartet will be in attendance,
TEL 662
baker at a farm neat South Bend recently and the safety steel body stoed up perfectly. The
JEWELER
361-3G5 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
• CLAREMONT ST.. ROCKLAND Axel E. Brunberg; Sentinel, Sir Lloyd with Mrs. Faith Berry at the organ.
doors opened nnd closed easily with the silo on the roof. The pnoto shows the iarmers shooting
370 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
119-tf
98tt*. Spear.
silage Into the silo,
- 4
—
The evening service at 7.30 will be

TALK OF THE TOWN

*j-nont

W

10,000 LBS. OF CEMENT SILO

BURPEE’S

■
Russell Funeral Home

OLD GOLD
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ROM the very dawn of art ex
pression. when the quest for
beauty first began to lure the
thoughts of men, the most appealing
workmanship of the artisans has
been done to win a woman’s prab-s.
And, as time passe 1 and the great
art cultures of the Nile, of Meso
potamia, of the Etruscans and along
The toilet table, for example, ls
th“ shores of th? Aegean Sea came distinct from that of older times
Into bloom, artists vied in their at in that color is now used and the
tempts to satisfy more and more colors of the toilet articles are such
fully the beauty demands of women as blend with the rest of the pic
of taste.
ture. It Is interesting to know that shades, and in their attractive de-| era workmanship in cellulose matAnd today it is without doubt (besides black, white, and tortoise signs, made possible by the use of erials. Plastics have the remarktrue that the colors and textures, shell) rose, maize and Jade are the | modern plastics, they charm of! able quality of being able to take
and furnishing of her home which three colors which appeal to the ■ themselves and are pleasurable, any form required and receive the
form the housewife's real adventure I great majority of American women.. not only to see, but also to handle truest shades and hues of any color
into the realm of esthetics, are the 1 particularly for the toilet table.' and use.
that anybody desires. The last
best and greatest examples of the Tliis information comes after a
These new Pyralin toilet articles, word ia craftsmanship, they are
American woman’s arrival at a real wide survey, covering several; the Jade reminiscent of Old China, purely American and fit the Amer
expression of her own particular years. a3 to the likes and dislikes1 the maize speaking of the light ican home.
charm and personality. In fact, one of feminine taste all over the coun- Autumn shades of Indian corn, and I As women are always the leaders
of the finest examples of contem- try. Research was conducted’ the rose redolent of the garde
n new standards of taste it is gen
porary art is the manner ln which ’ through a far flung scope of key i now come to the boudoir with a erally conceded that American
the boudoir, or sleeping room, is I cities. The result was always the' lustrous sheen and with a color women lead the world in their defurnished. Oftentimes it is a per-1 same. These colors are the popu- charm delightful to feminine taste, mands for the best in colors and
feet thing in itself The furniture, I lar ones.
! Just as the sheen of the black, the designs. Famous artists, couturiers,
walls, pictures, rugs, and toilet ac- j They are no doubt the favorite j mellow, old world charm of the designers, decorators, period spe
cessories are a 11 chosen with an! colors because one or the other | ivory, and the traditional qualities cialists and color experts have
eye to the colors, textures, and goes well with any woman-creqted of the shell are each suave and al- done their part, but the search for
motifs that the owner personally environment. And, in their new luring In themselves
the beautiful has also extended to
likes and they melt Into a lovely form, with their new validity of
These plastic toilet accessories: all periods and all countries for
and discreet unit.
i color, their deep and anpejUing arc the result of the finest of mod source material. The precious color
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
1

(By Joe E. Brown)

lhal enhances your entire slay.

Bui Columbus charm is rooted deep io

practical foundations in quiet luxury ol appoinlmenls. in proficiency
in providing the creature cnmlorls. in superior service.

Two entire

floors ol public rooms, individual decorations baths *ith both tub and

shower, complete soft-water plant, steam heal, unique seventeenth
floor dining room—added io centralized convenience lo every

business and recreational activity—these are foremost among the

many [actors that contribute to complete vacation enjoyment

in

Miami's Finest Hotel

XJmmks Komu/uwii trt aJmaHe, Write or Wire toby

[*"

Cquimbus
FINEST

A M

B A Y r R 0 I I

HOTEL

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.

Booklet
on
Application

HOTEL

GRALYNN
Comer Second Street

H. H. Mase
Manager

and First Avenwe

June to
October

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamford
DeL Co.
N. Y.

Moderate Rates
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

fr**
*

MO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

RATES:
Jingle

to Your hotel in BOSTON

Doubi. h»-4«-4 u
All AOOMS WITH »ATB
Spstal w««Uy r«t«l

500 Rooms
RADIO
5ERVID0R
TUB ’-.SHOWER

MANGER

« north station

STEP -

your TRAIN' toyou? ROOM *

o

1

5“

1

The mere knovledqe that al Ihe Columbus, you are indeed al Ihe

social and qcoqraphical center ot things lends a sense ol well-being

symphony of th* rose window over I charming femininity, bave always ticality and beauty as well,
the portal of the Chartres Cathe been valued as much for their InSo the modem dressing table
dral gave inspiration to the special-! herent beauty of design and mater- sets, made possible by the great
ists who develop the design and , ial as for their usefulness. So, since range of colors and designs brought
color of the modem plastics which the days of the Etruscans, the Egyp-} into use with the advent of plasars used for toiletware. The old, I tians, and the Assyrians, hand mir-! ties, follow the demands of the
as well as tho modern, Gobelin rors have been especially designed modern woman as carefully as did
tapestries, which hold some of the, by fine artists, the round and oval those created by the early artisans
most beautiful color harmonies of J copper mirrors of the ancients be- who catered to the women of taste
France, were examined, admired i ing pleasantly carved or chased in Memphis, in Babylon or io
and evaluated. The art forms and and. as culture spread to the Noitb j Athens.
colors of China, held in many old and glass came into use. the design
Most recent patterns of these
world museums, were viewed, al- of the hand mirror following the modern plastic sets iucludc the Prigways seeking for colors and tex art spirit of the period. But always cilia which comes in the soft pa»tures that the American woman of the shape of the mirror has been tc! shades of rose, maize and Jade,
taste would admire.
curved, in most cases, tending to each piece with delightful two color
The hawthorne bough on a Ming ward the oval. And always, in or- inlays. The Versailies pattern,
vase, the reds and golds of the n am ent nt i on and design and which simulates tortoise shell, baa
Empire, the blues and buff of Colo weight, the boudoir mirror has a mirror back In shield shape with
nial days, the pigments of flowers, been intended to cater to the a gold colotcd outline and decora
the mellowness of old ivory, the whims of the fair user.
tive motif.-Serenade pattern is oval
rich shades of the Autumn leaves,
But It is probably not whim that with long graceful handle and is
everywhere beauty was sought to has made so many mirrors oval in suitable for any sleeping room be
combine with the beauty of mod design. The oval is approximately cause of its color range of black,
ern plastics to the. end that the! the shape of the face and lends it- ro3e, or blue. The same is true of
; American woman might have for1 self well to visualization of the Du llarry. the mirror back in a
| her toilet something that ars vered back of the coiffure when used in modified oval shape, the material
her lesires, something that not be- connection with another mirror, a plastic that looks like old mellow
fore in the history of the world bad , Nor has It been whim that dicta ivory, and each piece of the set
been possible.
ted. since the beginning, the charm hand-carved j.ist as the artists of
Hand mirrors, those most essen ing designs and ornamentations of earlier times carved the elephant
tial of dressing table accessories, the mirror handles and backs. The; ivory out o’ which fo many
and U3ed through the ages by users have always demanded prac-1 prcc'ou* a:', objects were made.
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Hollywood—It may sound funny in
ii
12,
10
13
1936. but the modem chorus girl of
today is just as old-fashioned as her
W 15 ib
i4
17
grandmother, when it comes to sav
ing love letters for sentimental rea
20
i 19
21
18
sons. The dancers on one of the
25
22 2i
24
large musical sets at M-G-<M ad- j
mitted this today—that they even
2b
27
’ preserve their love letters in ribboned
’ packages.
la
30
31
29
Black-haired Marion Shelton had a ,
i far-away look in her eyes as she said (
ib i7
W 34
35
21 33
that she "kept her letters, because it '
w
^9 w 46
j makes her feel good to be reminded
i 41
ife
' what certain people thought at cer] tain times.” Doris Toddings uses her j
44
43
42
45
love letters only to get a good laugh.
Two of the group said they burned
1
47
4b
their letters after reading them i
twice. They explained that loose
4«
love letters might get somebody in
trouble.
The youngest of the chorus, Alma I
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Faulkner, uses her letters to keep ,
13-Contingent
1-Changes by degrees 41- Scrutinize
16-Conjunction
7- Fur-bearing animal 42- lndian boats
from getting bored. “I read my letters ’
19- River in Germany
44-Meal
8- Ajar
when I can't find anything to do,"
46- An emperor of Rome 20- Part of the feet
10-Slopes
was her retort
23-Consume
47- A number
12-Checked
• • • *
48- Written declaration 25-Half a score
14- Harbor
28- Antique musical
of one's will
15- Garden tool
Carole Lombard is starting work in
instrument
17-lnlet
’ her next picture “Swing High, Swing | 18- Fear
29- Small compact
VERTICAL
i Low."
masses
19- Telegrams
30- Alcoholic beverage
1- Equipped
21- Knock
Robert Taylor's fans have become
31-To pour off gently
2- Rave
22- Profound
so enthused since he was co-starred
33-Persia
24-Specks
3- Science
with Greta Garbo in "Camille," that
35-Six
4- Digit
26- Because
37-Urn-like veetel
5- A heroic poem
27- The (Fr.)
I his fan mail has jumped to a weekly
39-lnflamed place on
6- Gentlemen (Sp.)
28- Boil slowly
, average of 9000 letters and cards.
the tkin
7-Violent stroke
30-Twist
• • • •
41-Twirl
9-River flowing
32- Sag
The first educational film ever prothrough Leningrad 43-Greek goddess of
34-Rants
the dawn
10- Convuleive
36-First woman
i duced by a major studio for exclusive
45-A compass point
11- Sailing vessel
33- Part of the eye
| distribution to schools has been
(abbr.)
12- Long grass stem
40-Expire
completed by Cecil B. DeiMllle. The
picture shows the development of
(Solution to previous puzzle)
the plains and regions of North candid camera shots, most of which ■
America and can be obtained from he has made himself.
any (Bell-Howell dealer in the U. S.
• • • •
Even El Brendle. the Swedish
The shapely legs of Sonja Helnie.
comedian, is staging his comeback in the ones which carried her through
“The (Holly Terror,” Jane Withers three Olympic Games Figure-skating
next picture.
and ten World Figure-skating cham
pionships
are insured for $100,000.
Link rings are the newest and
smartest item in the film colony . . . j
These rings are fashioned of tin)- i Tlle French actress recently imletters in platinum and diamonds, Ported from Europe who is reported
Speaking of new things, the latest I f° have gone back to her old habits
rage in hats are the ones with the i °f temperamental outbreaks is Simon
large feathers. Betty Furness has , Simone, pronounced See-moan Seeone measuring more than three feet.! m°an.
Those felt crushers that the male
sex used to wear are fast becoming
SOUTH WARREN
all the rage for women.
Goodwill Grange will entertain
• • • •
Dick Powell, who is a photographic Knox Pomona next Saturday. County

i

guest speaker, his message to deal
with the poultry outlook in Knox
and Lincoln Counties for 1937. All
who x are interested in poultry hus
fan, h»s a library’ of more than 5,ooo Agent Ralph Wentworth will be the bandry are urged to attend.

Songs the Patriots Sing
About Their Native Land
Here is a list of national songs
and hymns which include some ot
I the most important in use in various
f countries:
Argentine Republic — “Mortals,
Hear the Sacred Call.” Australia—
"There Is a Land Where Summer
Skies.” Austria—“Be Thou Forever
Blessed. Our Native Land.” Bel
gium—”La Brabanconne.” Bolivia
—“Praise Eternal to the Brave War
riors.” Brazil—“Hymn of the Proc
lamation of the Republic.” Bulgaria
— "Bloody Maritza.” Burma —
"Sound the Trumpet.”
Canada — "O Canada! Our Fa
thers’ Land of Old.” Chile—“Dear
Land." Colombia—“O, Glory Un
fading." Czechoslovakia — "Kde
Domov Muj?” Denmark—"King
Christian Stood Beside the Mast.”
Egypt—"March of the Khedive.”
Estonia—“My Native Land, so Won
drous Fair.” Finland—"Our Land.”
France—"La Marseillaise.” Ger
many — "Germany, Germany. Be
fore AltGreat Britain and the colonies—
"God Save the King.” Hungary —
"Lord Bless the Hungarian " Irish
Free State — “A Soldier's Song.”
Italy—"Royal March" and "Fas
cist Hymn.” Liberia—"In Joy and
Gladness With Our Hearts United.”
Lithuania — "Lithuania, Land of
Heroes." Mexico—"Mexicans, at the
Call of War.” Netherlands—"Let
Him in Whose Veins Flows the
Blood of the Netherlands” New
Zealand—"God Defend New Zea
land.”
Norway — "Yes, We Love This
Land of Ours.” Poland—"Poland'*
Glory." Russia — "Young Russia,
Hail Victorious.” Scotland—“Scots
Wha Hae Wi' Wallace Bled.” Swe
den — “Thou Ancient, Free and
Mountainous North.” Switzerland—
"Thou Cal’st, My Fatherland!”
United States—“The Star-Spangled
Banner." Wales—"Men of Harlech.”
Modern People Taller
Than the Cave Dwellers
The truth is that, though we may
not be much wiser, we are cer
tainly much taller than our an
cestors, says Osbert Sitwell in the
London Daily Telegraph.
The cave dwellings reveal the
traces of a small, if wiry, people,
and in medieval times armor
crushed and contracted the physique
of the governing classes, wrong and
bad feeding that of the governed;
for a winter diet of salt fish once
every 24 hours, day in and day out,
without ever a sight of fruit dr
vegetables, was their lot. No
vitamins worried their heads; none
ever figured in the food of the Mid
dle Ages.
Height, of course, does singularly
vary with the generations. It is said
that after the decimation of the
French race by the Napoleonic and
Franco-Prussian wars the average
Frenchman lost two inches or so of
his stature.

ROCKPORT

Tranquility Orange will install offi- I Ladies' Night will be observed by
the Men’s Brotherhood Class of the
cers Jan 8
Methodist Church. A program beRalph Basford who was badly in-1 ginning at 7 o'clock, will be followed
jured last Saturday in an auto col by refreshments. Dr. Tweedie of
lision in Camden, is slowly recover Rockland will be guest speaker.
ing. His car was a total wreck.
The Johnson Society will hold its
Rev. Robert Beecher preached an annual Christmas tree Wednesday
impressive Christmas sermon Sunday. night at the home of Mrs. Ernest
There were also special songs and Wentworth.
music by the choir.
Paul Davis of Brunswick spent
Schools in town have closed for Christmas with Max Andrews at the
a weeks recess.
Methodist parsonage.
Miss Doris Miller returned Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Flanders en
from a few days' visit in Boston and tertained as Christmas guests Mrs.
Milton, Mass.
Jennie Randall and Mr. and Mrs.
Encouraging reports are received Earl Randall and son of Rockland.
from R S. Knight who recently un
Miss Marion Weidman went
derwent an operation for nose and Thursday to Portland to spend the
throat ailment at Hills Private Hospi- holiday at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
tai in Waterville
William Talbot.
S. A. Nutt has been passing a few
Miss Mattie Russell was guest
days in North Haven.
Christmas Day of Mrs. Ibra Ripley
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Reynolds and in Rockland.
Mrs. Nora Porter went Thursday to
daughters, Ethel, Ruth and JOyce,
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. visit her daughter Mrs. George Finn
and family in Boston.
Melvin Dickey.
Delmont Ballard is at home from
Mrs. Maud Gray has returned from
Belfast where she has had employ Worcester, Mass., to spend the school
vacation with his parents, Mr. and
ment.
Mrs. W. L. Ballard.
Mrs. Elizabeth Mathews of Belfast
A special service under the direc
visited Sunday in this community.
tion of Earle Achorn will be held
The High School pupils of Camden
Sunday night at the Methodist
and Belfast are enjoying a two weeks' Church. The program will feature
vacation at their homes
selections by the senior and junior
Severe colds are prevalent in this choirs.
vicinity.
Miss Marion Young, student at
NORTH WALDOBORO
Farmington Normal School, is pass
ing two weeks' recess at her home
The Laymen's Gospel Team will
here.
conduct a service Wednesday night at
School in the Miller district closed 7.30 at the Nazarene Church. Dr.
last Saturday after a term of 15 H. V. Tweedie will deliver the mes
weeks under the direction of Mrs. sage.
Ellen Connors. This has been Mrs.
Connors’ first term in this district
and she has given general satisfac
tion the children making good prog
ress under her teaching. An enter
tainment and Christmas tree were
held as closing attractions and were
largely attended by parents and
friends. At the conclusion of the
festivities, Santa arrived and each
pupil was presented with candy and
gift from the teacher, who in turn
received a handsome casserole and
several other gifts. Classes will re- ’
open Dec. 28 for a term of seven

NEW YEAR’S DANCE

weeks.
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Telephone 402
Rockland, Me.
Read Down
Read Up
A. M.
P. M.
5.30 Lv SWAN’S ISLAND ............ Ar 6.00
6.30 Lv STONINGTON ................. Lv 4.40
7.30 Lv NORTH HAVEN .............. Lv 3.30
S.15 Lv VINALHAVEN ................. Lv 2.45
9.30 Ar ROCKLAND . .................... Lv 1.30
Subject to change without notice

148-tf

Community Building
Auditorium
15

NEW YEAR’S EVE
Piece Orchestra 15

Every Cent To The Furnishing

First Army Balloon

Thaddeus S. C. Lowe, twenty-nine,
made the first flight for military
purposes in the Western World in
1861, rising in a balloon near Wash
ington to make observations for the
Union Army of the Potomac, and
from it transmitted the first tele
graph message from the air to Pres
ident Lincoln, says the Atlanta Con
stitution. Military authorities didn't
see any value to either the balloon
or the aerial telegraph messages,
and Lowe quit the Army long before
the war was over, to turn his hand to
the invention of one of the first me
chanical ice boxes. But the Lowe
flights served a notable purpose:
Count Zeppelin, twenty-four-yearold German Army observer with the
Union Army, made his first balloon
ascension in a Lowe craft, and got
his idea for airships while watching
artillery fire being directed from a
Lowe blimp.
I
Trifles Make Perfection

The great Italian sculptor, Michel
angelo, was once visited by an ac
quaintance, who remarked, on en
tering his studio: "Why, you have
done nothing to that figure since I
was here last.” "Yes.” was the
reply: “I have softened thia ex
pression, touched off that projection,
and made other improvements."
"Ohl” said the visitor, "those are
mere trifles.” "True,” answered
Michelangelo, “but remember that
trifles make perfection; and per
fection ia no triflle.”
St. Elmo’s Fire
One of the queerest phenomena of
nature is St. Elmo’s fire. A strange
electrical discharge, it takes many
forms, but can occur only when the
atmosphere is in a state of electrical
tension, as before a thunderstorm,
says a writer in the Washington
Post. Then it manifests itself as a
green or reddish glow from the
masts and spars of ships, from the
tops of mountains, and the spears
of armies. Sometimes it takes the
form of a burning ship or a fireball.

Fine for “Peeping Tom”

A “peeping Tom” should not op
erate in Indiana, for there he lays
himself open to a $50 fine and pos
sibly sixty days in jail. The statute
declares that peeping or attempting
to peep into another's residence is
illegal. And the word "peep” is de
fined as “any looking of a clandes
tine, surreptitious, prying, or secre
tive nature.”
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LAST DAY” PROGRAMS

OUR
You and
Your Car

OWN

SNAPSHOTS

In Which the Tyler School
Pupils Delighted All Their

Listeners

Home # Heating

Hints

JOHN BARCLAY,

Heating Expert

Thls year we have two teachers
new to our building. The roster is:
well and heat the house, then add
Getting Fire to Burn
Sub-primary, Miss Eleanor Bird;
a full charge of coal. When the
Points of Personal In
Grade I, Miss Anna Webster; Grade
Briskly to Produce
gases have burned off, reset the
II, Mrs. Addie Rogers; Grade III. Miss
dampers for normal burning.
terest to Every Motorist
Quick Heat On Cold
Virginia Snow; Grade IV , Miss I
-byThis same rule applies should
Mornings
the fire get very low and almost
Esther French; and Grade V. Lloyd
Frederick C. Russell
burn itself out at any time. Be
11That a joy and comfort it is
a National Motor Authority
B. Rhodes, principal.
V V to get vour home heated
careful not to smother it with
The various rooms were tastily
(copyrighted)
quickly on cold
too much coal.
decorated this year for Christmas by
Open the Ash
mornings! And
how easily it
pit Damperand
the teachers and pupils, as were the
can be done!
clone the Check
upper and lower halls, thanks to our
Shake the
Damper. When
congenial janitor, Mr. Flanders.
grates gently.
the fire again
The Christmas programs on Thurs
When a red
is burning
glow appears
brightly, shake
Willis H. Carrier. past president oi the Amer
day and Friday were:
in the ashpit,
the grates gen tican Society of Heating and Ventilating En
Even the man who tries to collect plied, except when
is cleverly
Grade One
stop shaking.
ly until the
gineers, and noted -thermal engineer ol New
Next, open the
first red glow
ark. N I, His discovery oi the scientific laws
Installments on the car gels a break. handled in the manner I have tnPoem, school; song. Jolly Kris
ol air conditioning 25 years ago has been
Ashpit Damper
appears in the
dicated.
Kringle,
school;
recitations.
A
Wel

signalized 'by membership in the lapanese
Almost everyone asks him to cal'
and close the
ashpit, add a
Ass n of'Refrigeration and by receipt ol con
come, Joyce Bond; A Welcome.
Check Damper
full charge of
Clutch Needs a Rest
again.
gratulatory messages from noted American
until the fire burns brisky. If
fuel, allow the gases to burn
Irene
Olsen;
A
Merry
Christ

The
clutch
pedal
is
used
twice
as
scientists and business men
you banked the fire the night
off, reverse the dampers—clone
It Explains Voltage Rise
mas. Bernice Mitchell; My Wee
much as necessary. This, in turn, is
before, you won’t need more coal.
the Ashpit Damper and open the
Tha* the generator's output is
Stocking. Madelyn Rubenstein; San
However, should fresh fuel be
Check Damper. That’s tne way
due to failure to use the accelerator
necessary, feed it on the fire in a
to save fuel and cut down trips
ta's Age. Richard Randall; playlet,
higher in colder weather ls not mere- wisely. Remember, too. that excesthin layer. Give it time to burn
to the cellar.
(8)
Waiting For Santa. Gloria Studley.
ly fortunate but easily observed by slve use of the brakes helps strain
Wayne Prinkwater, Donald French.
simply noting the higher reading of the clutch, whether or not you have ;
Anthony Gulstin, Clayton Winchen Star, school; A Christmas Acrostic, has recently acquired a piano for her
the ammeter when you start up the t0 disengage it when slowing down
bach and Arthur Fllnton; recitation Mary Watkins; Silent Night, school; room. There are six rooms in this
engine on a cold day Few car ownLight Keeps You Posted
1 "The Longest Day, Gerald Reed; A Christmas Suggestions. Lois Win- building and each now has a piano
ers,, however, understand why it
it is never a good idea to drive a
Jolly Old Fellow, group; exercise. chenbaufn, Betty Sylvester, Mari This has been largely through the
works out this way. The explana- car w*th the instrument light off.
Mildred Grover and Artnur Flinton; anne Gulstin, Faith Curtis, Mary efforts of the various teachers, over a
tion lies ln the fact that because the Especially with newer cars a dark
recitation, My Wish, Wayne Drink- Gulstin 'and IFrances Oulztln; Lights period of years. We also have held
temperature of the battery’s electro- dash makes it difficult to Judge not
water; exercise. “Santa Claus, Ken for Santa. Jeanette Oardner; play. two candy sales and netted enough
lyte also is low’ the internal resist- cnly ’the speed of the car but the rate
neth Bradley. Joyce Bond, Glenice The Drum ln The Snow, Gladys money to tune three of the pianos.
ance of the battery increases to a °i increase or decrease. Knowing the
jlarrington and Parker Mitchell; Loyd, Oliver Williamson, Lucille There are now only three left to be
point where the generator's voltage latter means knowing how rapidly
recitation, Fixed up for Cliristmas. Mank. Sonia Corner, Alfred Haynes, tuned.
We all hope our epidemics will be
the
car
is
being
slowed
down.
It
is
Beverly
Gerrish; recitation, Jolly Old Nadine (Fuller Richard Childs. Oerrises correspondingly.
entirely possible 'to lock all four
Santa. Donald French; song, On the aid Bradley. Fred Lammi. Eva Mad- climaxed before school begins for the
ORLANDO. FLA.
•tty
Hypoid Gear Made Plain
and young, you couldn't; picks ALL - AMERICA. Grantland
wheels of a car so that it slides in a
sen. Edward Fogg and Margaret winter term.
Night Sefore Christmas, school;
'
expect these misses to lie
With so many of the new cars fea straight line, and not know what’s
Rice, famous sports writer, who
Uoyd H. Rhodes, Principal
Valenta.
Playlet.
Three
Trees.
Madelyn
idle in Florida's sun. They chooses the annual All - America
turing It perhaps I should attempt a going on if the dash light is out.
rigged up a backboard and
Rubenstein, Joyce Bond, Mildred
teams which were inaugurated in
Grade Four
'hoop and started a basket-s Collier's years ago by Walter Camp.
brief word picture of what is meant you would be immediately warned of
Grover, Beverly Gerrish, William
MOUNT PLEASANT
ball game on the sands.
He's assisted by a nation - wide
by hypoid gear final drive. This with the speedometer illuminated
Pinkerton. John Jackson and Lin The Christmas program was ln the!
board ol judges, re
sounds perplexingly technical, but this risky condition by noting that its
Earl Hopkins and family have
wood Curry; snow fairy. Glenice form of a radio broadcast with JoPAIR OF STARS — Don —
, moved into L. A Packard's tenement.
motorists who have nosed around re pointer drops back to zero while the
Voorhees, noted musical
Harrington; recitations. Christmas, seph Mills announcing:
Valse Bleue , Rhythm Band; Aj Mr. Hopkins will have work in this
director gets club,
pair shops long enough to get a car still moved through space
John Jackson; Dolly's Stocking. Bar
by for the photo- ( ~ J
SOCIAL
SECUR
Christmas Star, poem. Sandra Hal-! place for the winter.
glimpse of the usual pinion and ring
bara
Grover.
My
Stocking,
Clifford
grapher
with
^<7
ITY'S SMALLEST
No Good At Guessing
gear rear end should be able to grasp
APPLICANT —
Ona Munson,
Mrs. Kjanaer and Mrs. Ray Green
Harper; poem. Hang Up the Baby's lowell; Away ln a Manger, song
Some
idea
of
what
you
really
have
What may be the
petite
star
of
stage,
class; Deck the Halts with Boughs of motored Thursday to Bangor and
the newer form readily,
Stocking, school; recitation. My
screen
and
radio.
country's
tiniest
Holly, song, class; A Jolly Jig. piano.
In any rear end of the shaft-driven to put up with when driving a car
applicant to the
Miss Ona and the
Stocking. Ralph Colson; song. Belle Elaine Glendenning; Coasting, song.) enroute visited Mrs. Charles Seavey
advantages of So
Don are frequent
type it is necessary to convey power these days can <be Judged from a
in Belfast.
and Drums, group; recitation, Envy.
ly featured togeth
cial Security
class; California Holly, song, class; i Mrs. Ruth Burgess and Miss Vir
from the propellor shaft's rear end handy little test which I like to make
Harry
Roberts;
playlet,
Dicky
Goes
er, and in three
showed up to sign
The First Noel, class; I'd Like to! ginia Young of Orland were callers
to the shafts that drive the rear ne w and again. It is simply a process
performances a
his application at
to Sleep. Clifford Harper. Gerald
of
trying
to
determine
how
proficient
Know, poem. Joan Spiller; Christ-1 Wednesday on II. M. Carroll.
week
on
as
many
the Federal Build
wheels. The conventional way is to
Reed, Richard Randall, Irene Olsen.
big air shows
ing in the minute
mas
Stars, song, class; My Mother
put a small gear at the end of the others are in reading my mind while
L. A. Packard has his saw mill tn
Ralph Colson, Harry Roberts, Bev
Voorhees
enjoys
personage of
Told
IMe, poem. Sylvia Christoffer operation.
Vance Swift, 20
the greatest vol
propellor shaft and mesh it with a I am driving.
erly Fuller. Bernice Mitchell. George
year old midget,
Watching carefully through the
ume of audience
son; A Boy on our Street, poem
large gear which runs at right angles
Tripp. Parker Mitchell, Clayton Win
who Is 30 inches
attention of any
to it. The small one is known as the rear view mirror I start to slow down
tall and weighs 32
musical director in
chenbach, Barbara Grover, Charles George Qoldfarb; Scaring Santa,
the country.
pounds.
poem, class; Skating Song, class;
pinion gear; the large one as the near an intersection. I make up my
Dodge. Patricia Hashey, Sam ChrlsHoly Night, song, class; La Czarlne,
ring gear. In this conventional ar mind to stop, turn right or turn left.
astamo. Mildred Grover, Glenice Harrhythm band.
rangement the pinion gear meshes but not actually making a definite
proress solidifies sand into solid I rington. Maurice Childs. Genevieve
with the ring gear at a level corre- move ln any one of these three MacADAM CENTENARY sentdal than elsewhere, for some
N
Grade Five
I Mair. Kenneth Bradley.
roads there are Just long flat rubber ground by chemical treatment.
spending with the latter’s center line., choices I give the |man behind little
E
"Roads are made of whatever maRecitations, If you were only 7,
tires. London has rubber paving
Song Night and Day. whole school;
In the hypoid arrangement the pinion dint of what I am about to do. Then Now Build Roads With Top
W
blocks on two streets. The chief dif terial is most plentiful in the neigh- Oeorge Tripp. A Telegram. Maurice poem. A Christmas Carol, Alice Hall;
gear is made to mesh well below this 1 watch him to dee if he guesses right,
borhood
—
oyster
shells,
crushed
slate
>
Childs;
exercise.
What
I'd
Like
To
coats
of
Cotton,
Salt,
Iron
ficulty is that highway funds cansong. The Dee Maker, school; poem.
center line
11 am always amazed to realize how
Y
not alwaj-s stretch to cover the ex- crushed marble. West Virginia and j Be. Sam Chrisastam, Linwood Curry, A Christmas Dilemma, Barbara
and Molasses
To make such a mesh possible it' P°°r so many drivers are in picking
E
pense of rubber.
■ Colorado have roads built of gold, or ' Charles Dodge Mildred Grover, Whitmore; song. Yule Log Proces
is necessary to cut the gears a differ- UP their cues. So I quickly give
An economical Scotsman gave Rubber Cures Hardness. Aluminum
A
Aluminum at Ieast of material containin* 8 low Oloria studley’ Anthony Guistin; sion. school; poem, Christmas Day.
ent way, make them of better ma-; them a definite, easily understood
content of 'pay dirt.'
recitation, Something You Can't Osmond Palmer; song. Good King!
London
lessons
ln
cheaper
road
R
Cures Softness, Molasses Cures
terials and lubricate them with spe- hand signal, remembering again that
"A tin can road was provided in Ouess, IMelisande Jones; A Merry Wencelas, school; poem. Suggestions
Dustiness
building.
Now
his
name
—
MacAdam
cial oils. By use of such a rear end f°r most drivers such signallig is the
Georgia when an engineer dumped Christmas. Beverly Fuller; popm. for Christmas, Byron Keene; song.
EVE
EVE
the propellor shaft ls lowered per- °n'y thing that really helps them un- —is one of the longest in highway
“Perhaps the most successful use old tin cans on a road in construc "Why Do Bells on Christmas Ring?,
Deck
the
Hall,
school;
poem,
The
1
mitting a lower flooring without the derstand.
history, for it covers thousands of of rubber for roads is its substitution tion, ran the steam roller over them, school; song. Away in a Manger,
OPENING DANCE
Three Kings, Shelby Olendenning.
annoying hump in the center The
This Bears Repeating
miles of highway on every continent. for asphalt Joints between sections and packed sand and soil on lop.
group; recitation. My Letter. Patricia Natalie (Spear and Pauline Hav
same effect ls obtained with worm
Now j fecl ,jouj,iy secure in urging His country men in Ayr, Scotland,
“Such unusual road surfaces are Hashey; playlet, Die Christmas
j of concrete. Two years' trial in Newener; song, Silent Night, school;
drive, as well as by splitting the motorjgts to unlock the car doors
paid him a tribute recently on the England Indicates that rubber Joints no stranger today than was the ear Rabbit, Barbara Fuller, Donald poem, Santa Claus in Morocco. Jason
propellor shaft.
. after they take the wheel for a spin. centenary of his death.
15
Piece Band
15
! take up the expansion of concrete ly macadamized covering, when Spear. Jack Passon Maurice Childs, Thurston; song. Dawn, school; poem
Clean Wheels Cure It
. I've always felt that a driver might
"The broken stone surface on pro better than does asphalt, accumulate the United States |gave it a tryout on Melisande Jones; My Stocking, Clay Star of the East, Barbara Kennedy;
Every Cent To The Equipment
the old turnpike in Pennsylvania be ton Winchenbach; I'm Going To
Fund
A recent letter from a reader is be in a tight spot if his car were in a perly drained roads, which MacAdam less water, and eliminate the rhy
Winter Song, school.
over-the-waves
bumping tween tancaster and Philadelphia. Hang My Stocking," William Pinker
worthy of special mention because collision and outsiders could not advocated, is accepted on thousands thmic.
• • • •
Concrete for a road, an idea that ton; recitations. My Kitty., Mildred
it brings up a point which is import easily open the doors, but not uneil of miles in the United States alone," caused by propectlng asphalt strips.
The registration for this building
the
other
day
did
I
learn
from
a
says a bulletin from the Washington.
“Elsewhere roads are growing started the country not forty years Grover; We Went to Town. Barbara is 254. Due to some epidemics the
ant to bear in mind in these days of
ago.
was
given
a
gingerly
trial
in
Fuller; Enough For (All, Jack Passon;
precision It seems that after driv-1 reader how failure to observe my D. C., headquarters of the National harder instead of more rubbery.
number not absent for the term is
ing the car over muddy roads he de- j suggestion had increased the delay in Geographic Society. "But he spent Aluminum highways have provided Bellefontaine. Ohio—just one block What I'd Like To Do, Donald Spear; small. Following are the names of
Now
both
surfacings
are
used
ex

REMOVES
My letter, Genevieve Mair; duet,
cided (to clean off the knee action extricating one of his friends from a years in observation and experiment Germany with smooth riding, with
tensively. as are asphalt., tar, stone, Parker and Bernice Mitchell; poem, those not absent and the winners of
units at the front end. Having made, car that had capsized on a slippery to demonstrate the value of mac- the added advantage of helping the
the various contests:
brick, wood, and gravel."
school.
a good job of this naturally he was road. It was finally necessary to adamized surface, on approaches to light problem with their higher reSub-Primary: The registration is
puzzled when the car developed a j break the glass in order to release the Blackfriars and Westminster Bridges fleeting power. Powdered aluminum.
Grade Two
43. (Not absent: Sterling Alden. Don't worry If your clothes
|
mixed
with
the
usual
surfaces
of
tar
in
London.
GROSS
NECK
shimmy
Apparently he overlooked door lock. The car had rolled over
become mildewed. Uate’i
Welcome song, school; recitation. Marjorie Andrews. Maxine Denbrow, Magic Water is the finest
I or asphalt, prevents to some extent
A Built-In CotUm Umbrella for
the fact that where there is mud qf on the side of the door he had un
Albert
Flanders.
Marlon
Flanders,
the softening of those substances
Mrs. Carrie Wallace of Broad Cove Welcome, Alice McCauley; Christmas
thing you ever used for
Southern Roads
one part of a car there probably is locked to enter the car.
Questions, Jacqueline Flinton; an Joan Foley. Raymond Graves, Nellie taking out mildew—with
during hot weather.
has
been guest of relatives here.
mud on other parts. Finally look
Owners Air Some Problems
“Other read surfaces are being j “A new Iron Age has been ushered
swers. three girls and three boys; ex Guistin, Flora Lewis, Athlene Moore out injury to the fabric
ing to the wheels he discovered that
Edward Grass of North Newcastle
Grade 1; Not absent or tardy, An For sale at all Grocers.
O. I am having considerable tested today toy modern highway 1 in by Paris, where cast iron plates of
ercise, Who can Guess, nine chil
,
the inside rims were caked here and
recently called on his brother Dexter
thony
Ouistin, Mildred Grover, Clay Beware of Imitations.
trouble startng the engine of my car pioneers, in preparation for their! different types have been laid along
dren; How I Caught Santa Claus,
there with the same sort of mud that
Gross.
ton
Winchenbach.
first
mile.
For
ten
years
now
King
!
in spite of the fact that the battery
an avenue to test /which kind is
Marion Lunt; song. Here Comes Jolly
had stuck to the knee-action units.
Mrs. Charles L. Eugley spent last Santa Claus, school; exercise, Santa's Grade 2: Not absent. Helen Flan
seems strong enough to turn over the Cotton has been taking to the open more durable. Already the iron plates
This had thrown the wheels out of
crankshaft. In fact, one morning road. Coarse cotton strips, more 1 are hailed as hardly more expensive weekend with her daughter Mrs. Villa Little Son, six boys; recitation, Vir ders, Lucille Holbrook, Bertha Kenj
balance.
the battery kept on cranking steadily than two yards wide, are unrolled ' than granite, and fifteen times as Morse and family at the village.
ginia Barnard; exercise, The Three ney, Joan LaChance, David Libby,
Maurice Lindsey.
Mechanic Joe Speaking:
for several minutes. There doesn’t over asphalt and crushed stone; j lasting as granite.
Mrs. Sidney Rines and son Carl Wise Men, Evelyn Church. Bernice
Grade 3:Perfect attendance, Rich
“The Province of Mysore. India, ton Rines of Whitefield, N H., were Smith. Lucille Holbrook and Mar
• "Talking with a watch repairer the seem to be anything wrong with the more asphalt and crushed stone are
then
packed
dow-n
on
top,
holding
ard
Childs. Vernon Oerrish, Mari
has
sweetened
the
lot
of
the
traveler
garet Dennis; song. Christmas Stars,
other day gave me a useful idea about breaker points, plugs, mixture and
the cotton like icing between cake I by spreading molasses over its roads. guests Sunday of her brother Harry
anna Ouistin, Mary Guistin, Lorraine
school;
recitations,
Christmas
Echoes,
automobile
lubrication.
I Just coil —K. K. L.
layers. The fabric does not alter the j Mixed with surface soil, molasses W. Creamer.
IN PORTLAND. ME.
Joan LaChance; A Gift For Santa, LaChance. Jlleanor Libby, Ronald
thought I’d pass it along for your
A. The battery does not crank the appearance of the road; it is ex- |
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Condon of Lorraine Curry; Before Christmas, Lord, Robert MacWilliams, Mary
sheds
rain
and
curbs
dust.
consideration.
engine fast enough to build up com clusively cotton underwear. Here it |
Efforts to try new highway ma- Thomaston visited Bunday with Mrs. Bertha Kenney; song. Jolly Santa Watkins. Lois Winchenbaugh.
"He said that small watches hive pression. The solution lies in using
serves as a built-in umbrella, pro- I terials have developed unusual mix- ! Condon’s parents Mr. and Mrs. Mel- Claus, school; recitation, Christmas Grade 4: Not absent or tardy, Alto be cleaned and lubricated often much lighter engine oil so that there
tecting the road from the ravages of tures, such as soap with asphalt. One vin Genthner.
Kitten. Virginia Barnard; exercise, vah Graves, Frances Guistin, Jasper
because their tiny sprlingS have so will be less resistence to cranking. rain, for weather wears roads out j
Christmas, nine children; recitation, Lombardo, Mavis Moore, Joan Spil
little power. Large pocket watches, This will increase cranking speed faster than the heaviest traffic.
Christmas Eve. Marion Blake and ler, Gwendolyn Turner. Carolyn Web
on the other hand, will go on for build up compression and speed up
"This cotton-lined fashion is be
ster, Mary Wellman.
Alice McCauley.
MIGHTY
SWEET!
years ibeing neglected and running starting
ing tried in two dozen States, most
Grade 5: Not absent, Elaine CarRecitation, Helping Santa Claus,
reasonably well. But when these big
Q. I am writing to ask if you of them in the South. Here planroll, Mildred Colson, 8hirlcy Curtis,
Lois
Rollins;
duet,
Away
in
a
Man

fellows stop they are worn out.
tation-to-market routes can truly be
ger, Evelyn Clark and Marion Blake; Alice Fitzgerald Lunette Gray, Har
Seems to me that is typical of the would consider it advisable to have for cotton, by cotton, and through
the
generator
charging
rate
of
my
car
playlet, Santa's Helpers,. Paul Jones. old Payson, Mabel Richards, Ken
car that runs on and on without
cotton, since farm workers are pick
Lorraine Curry, John Lindahl, Ma neth Smith, Grace Dlpp.
proper greasing. It has power to increased for winter driving. I do ing cotton in the very fields beside
not
use
the
car's
radio
more
than
Grade 2: Winners in arithmetic
rion
Bond. Evelyn Clark, David
keep going, but quits in earnest when
which engineers are laying a cotton
normal, but I do drive a good deal
contest—Butterflies. Marion Blakt.
Libby,
Joan
LaChance.
Marion
Blake,
it falters."
innersole on the highway over which
at night.—G. W. M.
Kathleen DeLong, Alfred Rawley. Paul Jones. Alice McCauley; Squirrels
bales of cotton will be taken to mar
Trick In Getting Start
Elizabeth Fraser, Andrew Weymouth, Bertha Kenney, Muriel Blackington.
A. On your car there ls a resist ket. Alabama and North Carolina
Have you ever noticed that when
and Lois Rollins; song, Silent Night, Dorothy Dlpp, Margaret Dennis;
, ance in the lighting circuit so that lead in this type of road-building,
starting uphill where the road is slip j when the headlights are switched on
school; Good Night, Jacqueline bunnies. Charles Holderness, Luoille
which requires six or eight bales of
pery the tires grip better if you allow
Holbrook, Evelyn Church.
Flinton.
j the generator’s full charging rate is cotton for a imile of highway.
the car to ease backwards a little
Grade 3: Arithmetic contest. Lu
available. When the lights are off
‘To tame the slippery highway,
Grade Three
before engaging the clutch and giv
cille Mank, Marion Johnson, Lorraine
j or in the parking position, the gen some engineers sprinkle salt on its
AND UP
ing the engine gas? Tliis illustratps ! erator’s output cuts down.
Deck The Hall, school; A Greeting, LaChance. Jeanette Oardner, How
surface. A strong dose of rock salt
Your
Old
Range Taken m
a simple idea that works out well in
Leroy Harrington; A Joke on Santa. ard Reed, Nadine Fuller, Edward
on a road of clay and gravel has been
Exchange
Q. Every now and again there is a
winter driving. By allowing the car
Fogg.
Gerald
Bradley.
Mary
Watkins.
Eleanor
Libby;
The
Christmas
Dee,
reported to hold the surface firm and
to ease back a little, more load is put short circuit in one of the headlight smooth, shedding water enough to |
ttlantlc Ranges are available In
Lorraine LaChance; Christmas Tree Sonia Corner.
Bbek and AU Enamel Finishea
on the clutch as well as the engine. circuits, causing the respective lamp retard skidding. About a hundred i
Spelling contest, Lorraine La
Song, school; Proof of Santa, Marlon
This helps to reduce the power avqfl- to go out. I have searched all over sample miles have been salted down
Johnson; Santa Claus Song, school; Chance, Lucille Mank, Marion John
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
able for turning the rear driving the wiring but can find nothing that in ten different States, notably New
A Dip to Town, Beatrice Ascroft; son Eva Madsen. Mary Watkins, Na
When Andrew Loomis, famous artist, designed the Studebaker
wheels. Tests show that if a suffi leads to a clue. Can you help me?— York.
Christmas Fun, Marita Ripley; It dine Fuller. Gerald Bradley Margaret
twenty-four sheet poster shown in the background of the above pic
ciently gmall amount of power canlw. U.
Came Upon a Midnight Clear,' Valenta, Edward Fogg, Priscilla An
“Bouncing along the highway may
ture. he didn’t know he was going tc start a hat fad. But he did—
be applied to the wheels their tires
A. I think you will find that there eventually be free of the bump of
derson.
school.
more than two score milliners in America are now making hats
similar to the one Mr. Loomis (at left above) created. Leading
will be less inclined to slip. The is a broken wire inside the headlight landing, if rubber roads are more
TEL. M
Christmas Carol Poem. Priscilla
Grade 4: Arithmetic contest, Joan
stores in the larger cities are showing and selling the hat. Mr.
I1S-R5 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
catch in this is 'that the engine usual- When it strikes the reflector the widely used. Automobiles in Queens
Spiller, Leslie Nelson.
Anderson;
Christmas
Bells,
piano
Loomis is inspecting the "Mighty Sweet” hat on a model in the above
47-tl
ly stalls when minimum power is ap- Ttiort occurs
Due to Miss Websters efforts she
solo, Lucille Mank; A Christmas
land, Australia, find tires less esDlctur*.

And What a Dance!
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Mrs. Herbert K. Washburn’ of
WALDOBORO
I Portland and her sister, Miss Bertha
Mr and Mrs. Harvey Brown came (Snare of Milford. Mass., who accomMr. and Mrs Rolliston Linscott of !
Needham. Mass., have been guests of
from Friendship Wednesday to spend panied the body of Herbert K. Washthe remainder cf the winter with bum here Tuesday for burial, were
Mrs. Jennie H. Linscott.
overnight guests of Robert W. Walsh.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Libby.
Mrs. Celia Gross of the faculty of ,
The Baptist Ladles Circle meets Mr. and Mrs. Flliot Washburn, of
Gorham Normal School is passing the
Wednesday at 2 o'clock for sewing. oli Orchard, and Elmer Black, of
Christmas vacation with her mother
Supper will be served at 6 in charge I New Haven, Conn1., who also came.
’ Mrs. Cora Nash.
were guests of Miss Elizabeth Wash
Prof. Allen R. Benner of Andover, j
of Mrs. Ella Stackpole.
The Christmas party of Beta Alpha burn. and [William (G. Washburn.
Mass., has been at his home here this ;
Club will be held Monday night at , Miss Elaine G. Wing cf Cohassett.
week.
the home of Mrs Ferdinand Day, j Mass., arrived Thursday to spend the
Dr. T. F. Turner. Dr. Franklyn Ran
Hyler street. Each member is asked holidays with Rev. and Mrs. H. S.
dolph and George Howard were reWHERE—Community Auditorium
to take a ten-centt gift for the tree J Kilborn.
, cently in Portland.
WHEN—New Years Eve
and a box lunch.
Services Sunday at St. John''s
A pleasing program was recently
presented In connection with the j
Miss Lena Shorey. cf Portland, is Church will have Christmas music
WHO—Everybody
spending the holiday recess with her rdpeated at 9:30 a. «».; solemn ves
Christmas tree given to children by
WHY—Help Equipment E'und
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. pers at 5 p. m., followed by a
Meenahga Grange. A. P. Jackson
Shorey.
children's Christmas tree in the
and Mrs. Dorothy Wincapaw gave
Miss Frances Hahn is visitirJg her parish hall.
readings, Mrs Louise Jackson and
father. Roland Hahn, during a vaca
■ Miss Helen Boggs piano soles and |
Miss Elisabeth Brown informally
Know Your Language
J members of the Juvenile Grange en
tion frem her teaching duties ln Mal entertained Wednesday afternoon
den. Mass.
tertained with recitations. Guy Waltz
her guests being Misses Dorothy
Miss Emily Young, who teaches In Lawry. Mary Lawry, Flora Colson.
By C. L. Bushnell
I acted as Santa Claus and the brll- ,
NorotcrJ Heights, Conn., arrived Elizabeth Till, Dorothy Magune. of
School ot English.
liantly decorated tree yielded many 1
International Correspondence
Thursday for ten days' visit with her Rockland, Eloise Dunn, Barbara
beautiful presents. Candy and pop
Schools
parents Mr. and Mi s. Harry Ycung. Elliot and Dorothy Starrett, of this
corn balls were served. Thirty chil
Miss Edith Wilson, of Malden. town. At two tables of bridge prizes
dren were in attendance. On the I
Maes., ls spending the holidays from were awarded Miss Dorothy Lawry “■VULETIDE” and “yule log” are committee were Mrs. Isadcwe Hoffses.
X terms as familiar to us in con
her teaching duties at her home on and jjjgs Magune. Coffee was served
nection with Christmas as they A. P. Jackson. Mrs Annie Davis, Mrs
Main street.
i Wlth
(Dorothy (Lawry pouring. were to our ancestors. The word , Nettie Winchenbach and Mrs. Lillian
Warreni Everett and Miss Roselyn
table was lovely and remindful “yule” has had an amazing vitality, Wentworth.
Currington. of Glassboro. N. J . ar of this happy season, a tiny Christ for its history stretches back beyond
The meeting Tuesday of the Wom
rived here Thursday night to pass mas tree between lighted red candles the mists of antiquity. In Medieval an's Club was given over to a Christ
England the form of the word was
Christmas with his parents. Mr. and forming the centerpiece.
“yol”; in Anglo-Saxon times it was mas celebration, each member Invit
Mrs. J. Herbert Everett.
• • • •
geol,” akin to the Icelandic “jol,” ing a child. Capt. Pollard proved a
Miss Gertrude Brown arrived from
Mrs. Josephine W. Stone went to the great mid-winter feast of pre- i realistic Santa Claus and distributed
Washington. D. C.. Wednesday and Belmont, Mass.. Thursday to spend Christian days. It is probable that gifts from the decorated tree. Mrs
“jol” is also the ancestor of our
is visiting her brothers. Fred anti
Christmas weekend with Mr. and word ‘'jolly," and that then as now Marion Froelich had charge of the
Maynard Brown, during the holidays,
program which consisted of recitations
Mrs Harold E. Watts.
“Yuletide” meant “a jolly time.”
her sister, Mrs Kenneth Roes and
by several young guests and a surprise
Twenty
members
of
Boy
Sout
daughters. Patricia and Virginia
Wrong' “You are not as old as feature by the Harmonica Band of
Troop
1,
with
Scoutmaster.
Carl
having motored to Portland to meet
him.”
Boothbay Harbor. This organization
Chajles, hiked Wednesday to Tlie
Eight- “You are not as old as
her.
consists of six members, five playing
Bog
where
they
are
building
a
log
he.
”
• • • •
“Is” is understood—“You are not the harmonica and the leader an ac
cabin. 12 feet square, to 'be used for
Miss Lucille Dolliver, who is at
their activities. During the day as old as he is.” It is easy to avoid cordion. The selections ranged from
such mistakes in the use of the per “Jingle Bells'' to Christmas carols
tending the Teacher's College, in
j tests were passed in this manner:
sonal pronoun when making a'ComFitchburg. Mass., arrived Wednes
Pace test, Everett Condon. Harlan parison, if it is remembered that each number receiving hearty ap
day to spend the Christmas vaca
Kqyes. Malcolm Carney, .Robert some form of the verb “be” is al plause. The band was given a gift
tion with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
'of money in token of appreciation
Young. Richard Whitney. Eugene ways understood.
Garfield O Dolliver.
i Forty—five members and guests atFales and Lewis Stone; fire test. j
Oliver Collamore is passing the
WOMEN i tended. The hostesses were Miss
Charles Grover, Eugene Fales and i MODERN
Christmas weekend with his mother,
NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
Grace Yodke. Miss Agnes Creamer.
David Wotton; cooking test. Richard NEED
to cvlda, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
(Mrs. Frank Collamore. and his sis
Whitney. Lewis Stone. Everett Con- , Chi-che»-tenDiamond Brand Pills are effective. Mrs. Marion Froelich, Mrs. Gladys
ter. Miss Alice Collamore.
Grace Yorke, Miss Agnes Creamer.
don. Richard Clark. Malcolm Carney
A>!b<Miss Ruth Averill arrived Friday
The club will recess next week and
and Richard Mitchell.
CHICHESTERS PILLS
from New York city to spend a ten
Housekeepers' Day will be observed
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
C.
Andrews
days' vacation with her parents. Mr.
•JMt DIAMOND <NP MAND"
I Jan. 5 with luncheon at 1 o’clock.
and
sons.
Edward
and
Paul
of
and Mrs. Percy E. Averill.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Libby and Plainfield. Vt, spent Christmas with
TOWN OF ROCKPORT
son, Herbert (L. Libby, are holiday her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ward
weekend visitors at the homes of Grafton and his parents. Mr. and
STATE OF MAINE
relatives in Whitman and Quincy, Mrs. N F. Andrews.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln the Town of Rockport, ln the County ot
Mr. and Mrs. J. Russell Davis had Knox, for the year 1936.
Mass.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners ln the
Malcolm Creighton, a student at 13 family dinner party Christinas Day Town of Rockport aforesaid, for the year 1936. committed to me for collection
said Town on the 28th day of April. 1936. remain unpaid; and notice
Bowdoin College, joined his mother, their .guests being. Capt. ar.d Mrs. for
is hereby given that lf said taxes with Interest and charges are not previ
Mrs. Charles W. Creighton, for the E- w Freeman and son. Charles. Mr. ously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount
due therefor, including Interest and c harges will be sold without further
Christmas recess.
I an<* Mrs. Frank G. Hallowell and notice at public auction at Town Hall in said Town, on the first Monday ln
Services at the Baptist Church Mrs Bertha ^Radcliff, all of Rock- I February. 1937. at nine o'clock A M____________________________________________
Sunday will be: Bible School at 9:45; land, and Mrs. Albert D. Davis of Name of Owner
Amount of Tax Due
Description of Property
■morning worship at 11. subject of the this town.
1 BARTON.C. E Premises Eslde School St. ad) Susan Smith heirs S and
pastor's sermon. "Tbe End of A
Th? Baptist Sunday
$20 60
I
Ralph Wentworth helra N----- --------------------- ---- --------------------tPerfect’i Year.'' At this service gathered in the vestry Wednesday ! BLACKINGTON, FRED—Land W side Warrenton St, ad). Cemetery
rear H N Brazier W and F A. Thorndike S 4*4 acres. Land
the Choral Society will repeat the for the Christmas tree. The decorawith building- N E corner Rockland & Meadow Sts, ad).. W
30 90
Christmas music. “Cantique de Noel'' tions were attractive and Santa :
a. Moon s e 6*s acres......... . ............................ —-------------- •«-------by Adams, solo by Alfred M. 6trout; Claus arrived in time to distribute ! CLOUGH. NELSON HEIRS—Ross lot S. side South St, ad). land of
10 30
,
Zebulou Lufkin heirs 8. it E ---------------------------------------•'The Birthday of A King' by Neldl- the gifts Ther? was special music j-jgjj WILLIAM HEIRS—Heath lot E. side Rockland St. at head of
1 29
Grassy Pond ad). Hope line W. 3 acres .................................. —
In'ger. solo by Raymond K Greene; by the Intermediate department and
troupe: solo. The Holy City" by everybody joined in singing Christ- FOGGColVPInd
dus Slde Me<hanlc St adJ clastta
39 92
Adams. Miss Olive Rowell. Christian mas Carols.
:
FRYE. JEROME—Land w side Rockland St. adj Ida Lehtonen N.
2 58
Dr. Benjamin H Keller and daugh- !
_ and w * ¥°°" E JT""............... .............. ~. ............•■•••
Endeavor meets at 4 o'clock with
RALPH—Premises S E corner Meadow & South Sts. ad)
Miss Lillian Thurston, the leader, ter. Miss Edith M Keller motored to CROSS.
19 32
Wm Barrows E. 4 acres......................................................................... ....
using for her subject. "The Log of South Portland Thursday to Stoend i GURNEY. ELEANOR—One-third Quarry lot W. side LUy Pond ad).
...
„
Gore
lot
E
one-third
Preble
lot
on
Ragged
Mt.
ad).
E.
Rust
1936" At the service at 7 o'clock the Christmas with Mrs. Carlton Hamhe(rs E 171^ acres. ....................... ............................. -____ ________
20 09
pastor will speak on "The Shepherd.” mond.
i COHEN. SIMON—Cooper Store premises N side Main St. adj W. P.
....
Dillingham E and Minerva Piper W Keller premises S W
Miss Herriet Rose of Boston is
84 98
corner High & Amesbury Sts. adj. H H. Heistad S. --------- ......
visiting Mr. and Mrs. John Hewett
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Shaw Of SIMONTON. JAMES—Land corner Meadow and West Sts. adj Joseph
2 58
and Mrs. Jol.:.' Creighton during the Bridgeport Conn passed the holiday I
Simonton S.......................................... -.......................
. °
J
' I HAMMOND. RICHARD—Lot on Spring Mt ad) C * R Water Co.
holiday weekend.
with relatives in Rockland and this |
N Oscar Oreenrose E and N U. Lamson w .............................
2 58
Miss Janet Leighton is with her town.
KOCHO. ELIZABETH R —Jacob Packard premises S side Porter 8t.
ad) Karl Packard W. and Nelson Clo ugh heirs 8 E 73 arres land In
parents, Mr. and 'Mrs. Leon Leighton,
The Federated Sunday School held
rear Porter St adj Henry Farrow S Chlckawaukle Lake W
during the holiday recess from her a Christinas party in the vestry We'd- I
319 30
and Karl Packard N. 81 acres................................. .. ...........-.......... . ....
leaching duties in West Springfield, nesday night and this program WA1 LUSE Olive C_—8 D. Carleton homestead between _ Church s**d
■
—
e o
|
Summer St adj F A Magune heirs W Part of Eaton woodMass.
lot on Ragged Mt ad) Camden line N 10 acres: Shore lot
given :Song. "Sing the Clouds Away.”
W side Beauchamp Cove ad). Mary L. Bok and Thomas Peter
• • • ■
Sunday School; playlet. “The Lazy
son S Land both sides Union St. ad). Carl Bros and Sisters
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Willis L. Stiles of Elves" Pathfinders; song, “Away In
and C. C. Dillingham S and Maud Davis and Irvin Caln W
20 acres: Premises E side Main St, adj Minerva Piper E and
Woodfords are spending the holiday a Manger" primary and beginners;
Franklin St N *i land E side Main St adj above premises
E Lot S side Summer St adj Irvin Caln E and Doris Burns
weekend with Mrs. Stiles' mother. song. "Christmas Candles." junior
W. Premises N. Side Summer St. adj. Julia E Pinkham E and
Mrs. Martha [M. Carter, and grand- cn0lr; recitation, "The Christmas
above premises W Land N E. corner Church and Franklin
391 40
Sts. adj Cora Perry and Daniel Andrews S......................................
mother. Mrs R. J. McPhail.
Tree," Roy Swanholm; song. “Hark. MONROE. BENJAMIN—Land between Warren and West Sts. ad) N.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Henry of
Herald Angeis sing Marjorie
14 43
U Lawson and U E. Leach E. . ..... ....... ........ .................... .................
Win:hes'er. Mass, is weekend guest Cushing, and Virginia Roes; recita OVERLOCK. CHESTER—Land W. side Mt. Pleasent St. ad). G.
7 73
Laine 8 30 acres. ...................... ——............. -............... -....... -...... —of her mother. Mrs. John A. McCoy. tion "Christmas Wish,” Jean Cush
PARTRIDGE FRED—Premises N side Beech St ad). Thomas Morlden
Nathaniel Tiffany, of Lakewood. ing; song, "Father Christmas," Ed
N E and W. Land N side Beech St. ad). L. M. Chase E and
24 73
Thomas Monden W. 13 acres. . ........... —..........-..........-.... —............
R. I, arrived Thursday to spend the win Leach, Gilbert Beattie, James
PAUL. CORA HEIRS—Land S. W comer Commercial and School Sts.
holiday weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Gilchrest and Roger Long; song.
5 IS
ad) Charles E. Rhodes Jr. S.
-............................ -........... —...... —
Richard W Feyler.
y-v-n I PENFIELD. EVELYN O—Premises W. side Commercial St. ad). B.
Music cf the Bells, .primary chilH Paul 8 and Wm c„leton N............................................................
18 03
Mr. and £?rs. Eben Bowman of dren; song, “Good King Wencelas." pet" ERSON. frank heirs—Store premises S. side Central St. adj.
Portland were guests Christmas Day Jean Gilchrest, Isabelle Watts. Rus- |
34 77
Security Trust Co W. and E A. Champney E . ........................
,
. „ .
,
. r,
RAWLEY. ENOCH P HEIRS—Premises W side Rockland St. ad).
of her parer.ks. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
sell Kelly, Joseph Richards and Pay- )
Oscar Carroll S w and N....................
20 60
C. Davis.
son George; recitation. "In Bethle- Richards, lewis—Land w side Camden st. ad). Ruth Bartlett N
5 15
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Degler, of
New York city, are visiting Mrs. hem b> Patricia Roes; song, Beau- i ROBBiNg GRACE—Land W. side Camden St. ad). Goose River 8.
2 58
tiful Christmas," junior choir. There J
and H G. Jenkins heirs N............. ............................................................
Degler's parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
TRUST CO—Shepherd block S. side Central St. ad). C.
was a gaily decorated Christmas tree SECURITY
381 10
E Merrill E and private W .................................................... —............
Wolf for over the holidays.
bountifully laden with gifts for SIMONTON. JOSEPH—Premises N. side Meadow St ad). James H
The Baptist Woman's Mission
Simonton
W
and
Stlldred
Mulloy
N
35
acres;
Land
S
W
everyone and these were distributed ,
corner West and Meadow SU. ad), above premises. Lot N side
Circle meets at the heme of Mrs.
41 98
West St ad) R W Buzzell E and E. C. Merriam W. 4 acres.
by Santa Claus, much to the delight'
Albert D. Davis Tuesday at 2 o'clock.
SHEPHERD. JOSEPH F —Land N. side Main St adj E. C. Merriam
of the children.
5 15
E and Camden Line N. and W 10 acres.......... .................... .........
Mrs. Minnie Newbert will be the
STUDLEY. VERGIE F._Store premises W side Central St adj
leader.
Elizabeth Newbert W. and Champney Bldg E Champney store
Grand New Year's Ball. Waldoboro
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Cobb went to
property W. side Central St. ad). Store premises W. and G W
H.
S.
auditorium.
Let's
go.
Miller E Premises E. side Camden St. adj. Cora Perry S. and
£aco Thursday to spend Christmas
116 91
Grove St. N ............................. . .....................—............ -....... —...... —
155-156
weekend with their family.
WENTWORTH. CYNTHEIA—Premises S. W corner Russell ave. and
Bauchamp
St.
ad).
J.
M
McGregor
S.
and
C.
C.
Dillingham
Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot, who has been
41 20
visiting her daughter. Miss Barbara
WITHERSPOON. BLANCH HEIRS—Premlses N side Main St. ad). Leroy
French S and Mark Dunton N. Melvin lot ad), above named
Elliot, in Boston, for ten days, re
25 75
turned home Tuesday accompanied
YOUNG. RALPH R HEIRS—Former Eells homestead S. E
corner
157 08
Commerclal and West Sts. ad), land of Ed. Merriam W..........
by her daughter, who is remaining
for the holiday weekend.
CHESTER P. WENTWORTH.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Rockport.
Dec. 19, 193S.
Albert Robinson', who has been re
152-S-l
ceiving treatment at the Peter Bent
Brigham Hospital in Boston for three
weeks, has returned home.
At the Federated Church Serivices
(J To Ua Printing ia more than
Sunday will be Sunday School at
juat putting worda into type.
9:45; morning worship at 11, the
It is tha creation of a work of art,
be it a simple little announcement
pastor's sermon' to ba. “The Glory of
or an elaborate booklet.
Hence
It is actually hard to believe that such quick and
Bethlehem”. The Christmas music
we take all the pride of an artist
by the Choral Association will 'be re
in his craft, in each job; and that
interesting results can come from the Classified Ads
treated. At the service at 7 oclock
is tha secret of the auperlativa
quality of The Courier-Gazette
the pastor's topic will be. "Resource
in The Courier-Gazette From 10 to 50 answers are
Printing.
fulness and Foresight."
Mr. and Mrs. Richard O. Elliot are
frequently received to one advertisement.
spending Chrlstimas weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Bulkeley. in
Marblehead, Mass.

THOMASTON

THE 4-W DANCE

HARD TO BELIEVE

The Courier - Gazette

i

i

AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY

In Everybody’s Column

— » — — — • — • r<
FOR SALE
!

Advertisements ln this oolumn not to I
ixceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for SO cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time j
BULLDOG puppies for sale. 5 weeks
10 cents for three times. Six words
old. Black alsa brlndle. Reasonable.
make a line.
MRS ROSE HUPPER Tenants Harbor.
Tel 4-3.______________________ 153-155
GUERNSEY cow for <;ale. 7 years old;
1935 Atwater Kent radio, price reasonable. 105 New County Road.
155*157
PIGS for sale. 6 to 10 weeks old.
HENRY CROCKETT, South Thomaston.
TAN and white male hound pup lost. Tel. 371-4._______
153*155
MAURICE HARDINO. 2 North Main St..
MAN'S fine, heavy black broadcloth
City.____________________________ 154-156
coat, mink lilted. Persian lamb collar,
DIP net lost, between Thomaston and value $500. Someone can have a great
Camden St , Rockland Friday night C bargain, for $125. Inquire at CourierA. DUNCAN. 37 Camden St.
155-lt Gazette office.
152-tf
JADE ring set ln gold lost Friday : 1936 Chevrolet Master Sedan for sale,
night ln Park Theatre or on Main St. used 10 months. Bargain for cash. Write
Had Idols on the setting. Reward. J- B. N. Care Courier-Gazette.
154*156
OLADY8 DOHERTY. Thomaston Na
TUXEDO for sale, size 40, very slightly
tional Bank.
153-155
used. Te!. 807-W. Rockland
154-156
USED stoves bougnt and sold, some
good bargains in kitchen ranges. C E.
GROTTON, 138 Camden St.. Tel. 1214-M.
__________________________________ 141-tf
LARGE lumber lot for sale; large hard
wood lot. 33 B. Rock laying pullets. Tel.
MAN wanted to chop cord wood H D. 14-12. FRED STARRETT. W’arren
15:
CRIE. Tel. 83, Thomaston.
153-155 ______ ______________________
USED Automobile Parts—motors for
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, family of
boats.
New
parts
at
a
savings.
All
parts
two. at 135 Washington St. Camden. Call
sold on Money-Back Guarantee AUTO
Camden 785 between 4:30 and 7pm
_______________________________ 155*157 I SAVE YARD. INC.. 1887 River St. Hyde
Park,_Mas.a
152*36
1WO wood choppers wanted. Tel,
Thomaston 62. J B PAULSEN
155-157 [ VICTROLA with records for sale,
Walnut, console style, excellent condlEXPERIENCED man wanted to run tlon; very reasonable. Call 793-W after
converting paper machine Supervising , 4 p m
148*tf
ability. Apply at office of this News- ------------------DRAFT horses for sale, sold ln pa.,s
paper
155-lt
or single. One load fresh from the west.
IF YOU LIKE TO DRAW. SKETCH or If. A. HART. South Hope, Maine. Tel.
PAINT—Write for Talent Test (No Fee). Union 11-33_____________________ 150-155
Give age and occupation. Write F. care
USED hogsheads, barrels, kegs, for saie.
COURIER-GAZETTE
153*154
Olive casks 150 gallons. Salmon casks ICO
gallons. Mackerel and herring barrels
and kegs. Heads dropped Inside lf
Legal Notices
desired. Already to forward. Also I11 tho
Market to buy drums. HENRY A.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
TTtORNDIKE, Newport. R. I.
145-157
WHEREAS Herman W Crockett of '"siX-HOOM HOUSE forTsale. good loca
North Haven ln the County of Knox tion $1600 ; 8-acre farm, good building
and State of Maine, by hls mortgage $800; 70-acre farm, good buildings $1600.
deed dated the twenty-sixth day of Any of thess for small payment down,
June A. D. 1919 and recorded in the balance as rent V. F. STUDLEY, Tel.
Knox Registry of Deeds ln Book 180 1154 283 Main St.
143tf
Page 466 conveyed to Mary Weld of
SMALL pigs for sale. $2.50 up F. A.
Brookline ln the County of Norfolk and
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, then XIMBALL. 397 Old County Rd., Tel.
144-tf
minor under the guardianship of 221-W.
Hannah
_. P.. Weld.
„ , William. A
, Gaston, and, , POCOHONTAS soft coai. $8 50; hard
Edward Harlow^ certain^ parcels _of , roni, $15. colte $1, j B. PAULSEN.
— _
..
.11.11
Thomaston
144-tf
real estate
together
with buildings
situate ln North Haven in the County
FORDSON tractor for sale. BICKNELL
of Knox and State of Maine and bounded
MANUFACTURING CO
144-tf
and described as fo!lows. to wit:—
Beginning at the northwest corner of
USED plai
pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
the John Kent lot. so called by the town let for the
'
w
season. Phone us, Rockland
road; thence northerly by said road to 980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
a stake and stones at the northwest
144-tf
corner of said lot and to land of H M.1 ur.ITQ_ .
——7—37----------------Leadbetter; thence easterly, by the, . HOUSE 6 rooms, good cellar, garage.
northerly line of the lot hereby con 5 min. walk from Main St., some Im
veyed. as described ln a deed hereafter provements. $1600 House 7 rooms, good
referred to. and by land of said Lead- cellar, lights, good well. 2-car garage. 8
better to the northeast comer of said acres, clear field, on good road. 5 miles
lot to land of Nelson Mullin; thence ,
JJ00® House 7 rooms good
southerly by the line described ln said
g,ara^e^ barJl’ clty water, lights
can
be
had.
8 or 10 acres, on tar road
deed and land of said Mullin to a stake
and stones at the southeast corner of near village. $800. House 5 rooms witli
cellar,
lights,
center of city, $800;
said lot and to the said John Kent lot;
thence westerly by said Kent lot to the another house 6 rooms with garage,
lights,
water.
$600
Will sell any of these
bounds first mentioned, containing
about one acre of land, and being the for small payment down, balance as
same and Identical premises described ^snv
Tel' 1154 °J 33°;
ln deed from Cocke to Herzog, dated the Many_more not listed.____________ 144-tf
twenty eighth day of January A D.
1914.
n
Upon the foregoing property ls the
hotel formerly and originally known as
$
the Mullen House
«
Also another lot of land, located In
the Village of North Haven on Fox
Island Thoroughfare, together with the
MY home on Pleasant St. to let for
furniture and fixtures belonging with winter. 4 rooms, bath, pantry and shed;
the house thereon; Beginning at the Fox furnace, electric range, refrigerator,
Island Thoroughfare on a line running radio, washing machine, mangle, vacuum
through a birch and through an oak cleaner, player piano $7 week, adults.
tree standing on the bank of said DELIA YORK. Tel 904-J.
154-156
Thoroughfare at the southeasterly corn
APARTMENT to let over Shute's Bar
er of land of Herbert L Harding; thence
about N. 30r 05' E on the same line ter Shop. 566 Main St., unfurnished.
ninety-four feet more or less from said C A HAMILTON, 29 Chestnut Bt.. Tel.
153-tf
oak tree to a corner ln the town road; 986-J
thence about
N.
,
, 4° 55', .W 211
. ,9 10, feet
ATTRACTIVE and convenient steam
more or less along said road to a fence heated < fflce to let Location opposite
post for a corner standing on the easter-' •foot
— of- ■
--------------------Limerock
Street affords unusual
ly side of stld road at land of Herman light and valuable publicity facilities.
W Crockett; thence S 70’ 1' E 196 E C MORAN CO_____________
148-tf
77 / 100 feet along land of said Herman
FIRST floor apartment to let. five
W Crockett to a fence post for a corner
at land of Honora Winthrop Minot; rooms and bath. Electricity and gas.
References
required.
thence S 15’ 06 W 217 48 100 feet Fine location
151-tf
along land of said Minot to an Iron bolt Apply at 87 North Main St
on the bank of said Thoroughfare;
FURNISHED apartment to let. nice
thence southerly to said Thoroughfare; and warm, all modern, hot water heat,
thence westerly by said Thoroughfare to rent reasonable FLOYD 6HAW 47 No.
the place of beginning Together with Mani St . Tel 422-R
148-tf
all the shore, flat and tide water privi
FURNISHED heated apartment to let.
leges appertaining to said land; it being
all the homestead and land connected or two rooms, bath. FOSS HOUSE. Tel 330,
147-tf
used therewith formerly belonging to 77 Park St.
Andrew L. Kent; and being the same
FURNISHED apartment. 3 rooms,
premises conveyed^ by Orace Brackett to moaern Garage if desired. Fine consaid Herman W. Crockett by deed dated dltion. C. A EMERY, Tel, 436-M. 147-tf
October 25. 1909 and recorded ln Knox
UPSTAIRS tenement to let. 6 rooms,
County Registry of Deeds In Book 149
garage. Cenually located. 56 Talbot ave..
Page 440.
145-tf
WHEREAS said Mary Weld, who became Tel. 274-M.
twenty one years of age on April
3. 1922
.
PARK street restaurant to let comdid on the fifteenth day of May, 1924. pletely furnished, very low price. V F.
assign the said mortgage to William A. STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or 330.
138-tf
Gaston and Roger Amory. Trustees
NEWLY decorated apt. to let. lour
under an Indenture of Trust dated
April 4. 1922. which Indenture of Trust rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St.. Tel. 156-W.
*
144-tf
was recorded ln said Knox Registry of
Deeds ln Book 203 Page 112. and
WHEREAS said William A. Gaston, one
of said Trustees, died on July 17. 1927
and ln accordance with said Indenture
of Trust John T. Burnett of Southboro
ln the County of Worcester and Common
wealth of Massachusetts was duly ap H«****-**-«**«**«*<**»***-«>«><*.Ai*ii
pointed on July 23. 1927 to fill the va
WATCHMAKER—watches, clocks, an
cancy caused by the decease of said
William A Gaston, which appointment. tiques, all kinds, repaired. Call and
was recorded ln said Knox Registry of 1 deliver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23
Amesbury St., Rockland, Tel. 958-j.
Deeds ln Book 220 Page 616. and
WHEREAS said John T Burnett, one of __________________________________ 151*13
said Trustees, died on February 17. 1929
SKATE sharpening, promptly done.
and ln accordance with said indenture
of Trust Robert H Storer of Needham In , CRIE HARDWARE CO, 408 Main St.
the County of Norfolk and Common ___ ______________________________ 142-tf
wealth of Massachusetts was duly ap
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
pointed on March 6, 1929 to fill the land
Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall ordera
vacancy caused by the decease of said solicited.
H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
John T Burnett which appointment
132-tf
was recorded ln said Knox Reglztrv of
Deeds ln Book 220 Page 517. and
WHEREAS the condition of said mort- j
gage has been broken.
NOW. THEREFORE by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, the
undersigned Roger Amory and Robert
H Storer as Trustees aforesaid claim a
l-Sfog
foreclosure of said mortgage.
ROGER AMORY.
ROBERT H STORER.
Trustees as aforesaid.
Dated at Rockland. Maine,
December, fifteenth, 1936
152-S-l
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons interested ln either of
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland,
in and for the County of Knox, on the
17th day of November ln the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thlrty-slx, and by adjournment from
day to day from the 17th day of said
November the following matters having
been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated lt ls hereby
at bargain
Ordered:
That notice thereof be given to all
persons Interested, by causing a copy
prices are to be
of this order to be published three weeks
successively ln the Courier-Gazette a
newspaper published at Rockland ln said
found every
County that they may appear at a Pro
bate Court to be held at said Rockland,
day . . . USED
on the 19th day of January A. D. 1937 at
nine o'clock ln the forenoon, and be
heard thereon lf they see cause
CARS are sold
ESTATE ANNIE B BROWN, late of
Friendship,
deceased
Petition
for
License to convey certain real estate
every day . . .
situated ln Friendship, and fully des
cribed ln said petition, and distribute
the proceeds of sale among the heirs
and everyliving in different States. Presented by
William D. Wotton of Friendship and
Percy O. Wotton of Prlncebay, Staten
body’s happy
Island. N Y.
Witness, HARRY E. WILBUR. Esquire.
Judge of Probate for Knox County,
because
they
Rockland. Maine.
Attest:
used
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
149-S-155

• LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

Wth nine all-American football heroes in the cast and a story based on
the popular novel by Francis Wallace, R.K.O. Radio's “The Big Game" has

thrills between thrills. .Above. Frank M. Thomas (with capl bending over
Phil Huston with Bruce Cabot and Bill Shakespeare from Notre Dame (with
headgear) looking on. Other pigskin stars include Berwanger. Wilson,
Mcscrip, Klein. Jones, Hamilton and Alustiza. George Nichols, Jr., directed.

—adv.

THE TIME TO “SWAP”
Is any time you wish to trade what you have for some

thing you want.

The way to do it is by advertising

in the Classified Column of The Courier-Gazette.
Costs little.

Results, quick and satisfying.

Phone

770.

TOWN

OF VINALHAVEN
STATE OF MAINE

Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln the Town of Vinalhaven. ln the County
of Knox, for the year 1936
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners ln the
Town of Vinalhaven aforesaid, for the year 1936. committed to me for col
lection for said Town on the 3rd. day of June. 1936. remain unpaid; and
notice ls hereby given that lf said taxes with Interest and charges are not
previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor, including Interest and charges, will be sold without
further notice at publlc auction at Memorial Hall ln said Town, on the flrst
Monday ln February. 1937. at nine o'clock A. M

Name of Owner

Description of Property

Amount of Tax Due
Including Interest and
Charges

CHARLOTTE CARVER—Three shares Sands Quarry Property.
Value |75___ __ ___ ______________ _____ ______ _________________
CHARLES S CARVER—Two shares Sands Quarry Property
Value

MRS

|6 25

FREDERICK CONVERSE—Land bounded on N by land of George R
Aggaslz. on E by shore, on S by land of Percival T Gates, on
W by land of Oeorge A. Strong. Value 8950...................................
56 37
DODDS BROTHERS GRANITE CORP INC—One half of lot known
as Elizabeth Crockett Lot located on the North East shore of
Sands Cove, containing 47 500 sq. ft more or less, rectangular
tn shape, bounded on N by Sands Quarry property, on E by
Harbor Quarry Lot. on S by shore, on W bv land of Ingerson
heirs. Value 1100............ .................. ....................... . ............. ....................
9 17
Harbcr Quarry Property, bounded on N by land of Jane E.
Hopkins heirs, on E by land of L A. Coombs & others, on
S. by town way. on W by land of D. S Kent. Value $200..........
13 34
Land known as Stone Yard Lot situated on East side of Sands
Quarry, containing four acres more or less, bounded on N i E
by Harbor Quarry Lot, on S.,by shore and Smith's Point. Value
$250.....................................................................................................................
16 18
Land known as the Ingerson Lot. loc ated on the highway leading
from Vinalhaven village to Granite Island, bounded on N by land
of Mary Dodd, on E by land of Ora Jones, on S by land of
Oscar Nelson, on W by land of Bradford Bray Value $150......
10 51
Sands Wharf so-called Including buildings located on E side
of Sands Cove Value $500.................... .?........................... . ....... ............
29 85
Sixteen shares Sands Quarry property. Value $400 ___________
23 68
Land and Quarry property known as Wharffs Quarry, bounded
on N by land of F H Hall, and shore of Long Cove, on E ft
S by land of Peaslee & Bunker, on W by shore.
Value$500
30 35
Wharf & Power House located at Wharffs Quarry
Value$400 .
24 18
Lot of land bought of J. S. Black ln Dlst. No. 2.
Value$150.
10 01
AUGUST ELO—Wood lot bounded on N & S. by land of P. S. Walls
Est. on E. by land of Minnie Chilles. on W by land of T. J
Young. Value $200 —...............-.............................. .. ........................ .....
13 84
ARCHIBALD & RALPH HOWE—Land and buildings. Land bounded
on N, by land of Young Orchard Co . on E by land of C L.
Calderwood. on S by Mill River, on W by land of O B Baker
and shore. Value $550........... .....................................................................
33 69
Cottage on above described land. Value $1500................................
87 05
I MRS I. L HALL EST—Land and bungalow at Shore Acres, known as
Uncle Tom's Cabin. Value $175.............................................................
12 42
MRS H. F. McCANN—Land and buildings Land bounded on N hy
land of F. H Hall, on E. hy land of John Monaghan, on S
by land of J. Leopold & Co , Inc, on W Iby shore. Value $200
13 84
WILLIAM MORSE—Land and buildings situated on Granite Island.
formerly property of James Lawrence. Value $250 ......................
16 68
HENRIETTA PERRINE—Two shares Sands Quarry Property. Value
$50............. . ...................... .................................................... ............... ...........
4 84
GRACE ROBERTS—Lot of land at Shore Acres adjoining land of
Oeorge R Oray. Value $75..................... ........................... .. ..................
6 75
FOSTER B. SNOW EST—Land in District No 2. Value $100.................
8 17
JOSEPH TYLER—Land bought of Chas Calderwood Land bounded
on N. by land of Mrs William Emerson on E by land ot Aura
Dyer, on S. hy shore, on W. by land of Rebecca Lendbetter
heirs. Value $250......... . ..............................................................................
16 63
( GERTRUDE WALDS—Land and buildings Land bounded on N. A E,
by private way, on S. by Carroll Lot. on W. by Sands Quarry
Property. Value $200. ......................................................... ......................
13 84
GEORGE WENTWORTH—Wood lot bou ght of R. F. Green heirs, land
bounded on N by land of Minnie Chilles. on E by land of
R F Greene heirs, on 8 by land of F S Balls Est. on W. by
land of T J. Young Value $150.......................................................... .
11 01
Wood lot bought of R. F. Greene heirs, land bounded on N.
by land of Minnie Chilles. on E. by land of Charles & Ralph
Calderwood, on S. & W. by land of F. B Walls Est Value $350
21 85
1 EDMUND B. OSBORNE—Sheep Island ln Mill River so-called. Value
$500........ . .................................. . ............................................. ........ . ..... .......
30 35
F. F. BROWN—Land and buildings. Land bounded on N. by land
of Abbie Calderwood, on E. by sa me, on S by High St., on W
by town way Value $1100 ................................ .......... . ................. . ....
. 64 26
WILLIAM BERNARD—Bungalow at 8hore Acres so-called Value $250.
16 68
■ J. ALBERT AVRACK—Dog Fish Island in West Penobscot Bay.
Including wha.-?. Value $2500....................................................................
144 25
Log Cabin on above Island. Value $1000 ................. ............ . .........
£2 70
, MRS JOHN NELSON—Land and buildings. Land bounded on N. by
land of Chaney Gray heirs, on E. by land of Gwendolyn
Greene, on S by East Main St., on W Iby land of R L. Nick
erson. Value $250........... ........... . ............ .................... . ................. . .........
18 68
SARAH LIBBY HEIRS—Land and build lngs. Land bounded on N. by
Ma'n St., on E by private way. on S. by land of C. L. Boman.
on W by E. G. Carver, occupied by Frank White as store
Value $1500.................... ................................................................... —...........
87 55
One-half of Emery Smith Place co-called, bounded on N. by
land of Gust Skoog. on E by land of F Hermann heirs, on S
& W by shore. Value $450........................................................................
27 52
Land and buildings. Land bounded on N. by land of Maurice
Calderwood. on E by land of A H. Cobb, on W. by East Boston
St., on S by land of C. E. Hall. Value $1000................. ..............
58 70
LESLI'! B. DYER.
Collector of Taxes of tbe Town of Vinalhaven.
Dec. 19, 1936
152-S-l

TOWN OF NORTH HAVEN
STATE OF MAINE
Unpaid t»xe» on lands situated ln the Town of North Haven, Maine, ln
the County of Knox, for the year 1936.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners ln the
Town of North Haven, Maine aforesaid, for the year 1936. committed to me for
collection for said Town on the 16th day of May. 1936. remain unpaid; and
notice ls hereby given that lf said taxes with Interest and charges are not pre
viously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as ls sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold without
further notice at public auction at Crockett’s Hall ln said Town, on the flrst
Monday ln February. 1937. at nine o'clock A. M.
Name of Owners

Description of Property

Amount of Tax Due
Interest and Charges
Not Included

SMITH WHARF TRUST—Wharf & Freight shed. Bounded on south,
east, and west by North Haven Thoroughfare and on the
north hy lsci cf Ett F. Noyes................................. . .......... —.................
$28 70
RAY M. BEVERAGE.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of North Ha"eu.
December 19, 1936-

152-S-l
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Every-Other-Day

Thursday from Boston for the holi
days.
Elmer Simmers arrived Thursday
Miss Phyllis Black went Saturday
to attend the wedding of Miss Pris from Westerly, R. I., to spend Christ
ROCKLAND. ME.
16 SCHOOL STREET
cilla (Smith and Robert Butler at mas.
Norfolk Downs, Mass.. Miss Smith
This program was presented recent
was foimerly of this town, daughter ly at Union Church Sunday school:
Daily arrival of
of Capt. and (Mrs. Ira Smith.
Carol, primary department; Christ
[ The Scribblers Club will meetTuesmas
prayer,
Dorothy
Cobb;
A
Wel

Mrs. Reuben Carver and daughter
FORMAL AND SEMI-FORMAL GOWNS
| day night with Mrs. Irene Moran,
Mrs. Thomas Loyde. returned Thurs come, Ethelyn Johnson and Annette
Chestnut street. Edna St. Vincent
has made our stock most complete for the
day from Everett. Mass., where they Davis; The Bells I Want, Phyllis
| Millay will be the subject of the
were called by death of Mrs. Carver's Bogren; song. Santa Will Come To
NEW YEAR FESTIVITIES
meeting.
Gustavason; Edith
son Gerald Smith, who died Dec. 18 night. Sada
These
models
include the popular nets, chiffons
ln that city.
j Grows, Edith Conway; Santa's AsUsing airplanes to speed his flight.
and
canton
crepes in black and colors
Mrs. Crowell Hatch is in Stoning- ' slst»nt' Oordon Bur*ess: Christmas
Walter C. Bay came from Honduras
sizes 1 2 to 20
ton and wiil spend the winter with
Ruth
car°l Awfty in 3
to spend the holiday season with ills
1
Manger,
primary
department;
Santa
her son Victor Hatch.
also women’s models
wife.
I Is Coming, Monica Swears; A Schem
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Hall spent
Sl'ters of the Skillet met Wednes
ing Pussy. Dorothy Johnson; Santa's
All are moderately priced
the holiday in Portland with rela
day with Mrs. Mary Calderwood. A
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Foley spent
Airship. Herbert Geary; duet. Silent
tives.
We
will
be
pleased to show you these gowns
Christmas tree was enjoyed;
Christmas at State Patrolman Foley'3
Night, Ethelyn Johnson and Richard
Miss Aura Williams returned Wed Dyer; Santa's Cake, Leonard Hokanformer home in Calais.
R. Kendall Greene, a senior at the
ON SALE
nesday from Wollaston. Mass., to son; A Matter For Care, Richard
Massachusetts College of Optometry,
spend the holidays with her parents Shields; Christmas Day. Frank Smith;
Capt. Charles G. Hewett is home
Beginning today and to continue as long as this
Boston, is passing the Christmas re
Mr. and Mrs. William Williams.
from Portland to spend the holiday
Bells of Silver. Priscilla White; Teddy
cess in Rockland and Camden.
group lasts
and weekend with his family.
Mrs. Louise Wareham arrived Bear's Greeting, Mary Chilles; A Talk
Wednesday from Concord, N. H.
With Santa Claus, Douglas Mall; A
Mr. and Mrs. Warren A. Hamilton
ABOUT 25 DRESSES
Donald Hills Fuller and Miss Leah j Ramsdell engaged in the sardine
Mrs. Pauline Hutchinson, Mrs. Car
Miss Ruth Roman came Wednes Joke on Pa, Ralph Knowlton; Wel
Mrs. Annie Flint Pole of Boston is
rie Thompson and Mrs. Nellie Achbrn May Ramsdell were united in mar-I business. She is a graduate of Lubec day from Boston for the holidays.
from our recent sale
come Merry Christmas, Minal Allen;
spending the holidays with her son,
won the S.U.V. card prizes Wednes riage Christmas Day in the presence j High School, Washington State NorWendell Flint, !> Fulton street.
Dr. and Mrs. F F. Brown and sons song, Santa Claus, Joan Johnson and
repriced to
day.
Mrs Helen Paladino was of a small group of relatives and in- mal School and University of Maine,
Fletcher and Gardiner of Rockland Ruth Carver; I,ast Christmas Wishes,
$3.95
and '$6.95
tlmate friends. The ceremony took J and after graduating from the last
hostess.
passed the holidays with hts parents John Morton; Greeting To Santa, Ada
Miss Olive P. Shadie who was
place at the bride’s residence, 59 named institution taught English in
both women’s and misses’ sizes
Dyer; recitations, Albert Carver, Ken
Mr and Mrs. F. A. Brown.
called here by the illness of hfr
Miss Anna Buck spent Christmas Beech street, at high noon. The offi- j High Schools for a few years. Her
neth Hopkins, Joyce Robinson, Jane
mother,, Mrs. Nellie Shadie, returns
Miss
Louise
Hardison
arrived
dating clergyman. Rev. J. Charles | rather extensive travels have includ-.
with her parents in Bangor.
Libby. Herbert Conway, Greta Skoog.
today to her duties at the Walter
MacDonald of the First Baptist' cd two summers abroad. Possessed | Thursda> from Orange N. Y., for the
Doris Martin, Priscilla Whittington,
Reed Hospital. Washington. D. C.
Miss Helen Kennison came from Church, used the single ring service. > of a facile pen she has written a Chrlstmas vacation.
Jack Wentworth.
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Sanborn of
South Portland to be the Christmas The Bridal Chorus from Lohengrin' three-act play, "A Dream in a Box;'
• • • »
REAL BARGAINS AT ALL TIME LOW PRICES
Miss Madelyn Rawley is home from
Day guest of Rev. and Mrs. Charles was played by Mrs. Charles H. Berry presented as a senior play in second- Waterville spent the holidays with
Boston for a few days, the guest of
Lions Club Christmas Party
his
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs
L.
W.
San

Furniture, Bedding, Carpets and Stoves
E. Brooks.
The bride was attractively gowned ary schools; and readers followed
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jasper
A
jolly
Christmas
party
developed
born.
in sapphire blue chiffon velvet and with much interest her travel
Black Ranges No. 8 at $42.50; Enamel at $59.50
Rawley.
Mr and Mrs Arthur Brown of Bos- i out of the meeting of the Lions Club
Francis McAlary was home from carried a bouquet of gardenias. Mrs. sketches, “Abroad in 1936,' published
Complete Living Room—Nine Pieces
ton were guests yesterday of Mr. and Wednesday at Mrs. Kent's restaur Biddeford to spend Christmas with Fred Trecartin, sister of the bride, in The Courier-Gazette.
Mrs. Flora Tufts of Boston, a mem
Mrs. Alfred Creed.
| ant. The sound of sleigh bells were
$77.30 complete
the family.
The
bridegroom
is
a
son
of
Mr
and
officiating as matron of honor, was
ber of Dr. Lowe's church in that
Ned Kessell has been a visitor in heard and soon old Santa made his
Divan, Two Large Chairs, End Table. Floor Lamp, Bridge Lamp,
Mrs W. O. Fuller, now in Miami. He
gowned
in
navy
chiffon
velvet,
and
city, is the guest of Dr. and Mrs.
Foot Stool, Davenport Table, 9x12 Felt Base Rug—Big Values
I appearance with gifts for the memMr. and Mrs. L. E. McRae and son wore a corsage bouquet of roses. excelled in school athletics, and fig Rockland this week.
John Smith Lowe.
Miss
Harriet
Vinal
came
Wednesbers.
Santa
turned
out
to
be
Post

Lincoln. Jr., went Friday for a two Miss Marie Berry, daughter of Mr. ured prominently in local baseball for
weeks' visit with Mr. and Mrs. Don and Mrs. Charles H. Berry, wore a some years after leaving school. He day from Natick. Mass., to spend the master O. V. Drew who in spite of
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wendell ald Bartlett at their ranch in Como,
283 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
holidays with her parents Mr. and being stamped with official duties
TELEPHONE 1151
trained for Overseas service during
Tu&S-tf
Flint Friday were Mrs. H. L. Robbin Mississippi. The visit is one of pleas long gown of pale pink net, and in
Mrs. W. (S. Vinal.
in his capacity as postmaster, had
hre capacity as flower girl held a' the World War in Boston and JackArthur Robbin of Union, Mr. and urable anticipation as there will be
Malcolm Hopkins of Worcester, found time to hunt up some little
bunch of short stemmed pink rose-! sonville, but the Armistice had been
gift for each member and to think up
Mrs. Everett Hastings of Warren, cross-country hunting and many buds.
J signed before he reached French soil. Mass., was here for Christmas.
Miss Polly Wood was holiday a few remarks for the presentation.
Miss Allie Jones of Rockland and other diversions that go with ranch
The bride was given in marriage j After the Armistice he returned to
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Cassie.
In his official duties as Tail
Mrs. Annie M. Flint Pole of Boston. life. They were joined in New York
by her father.
America and served as an aid to Gen.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Lewis of Twister, he did not put on the screws
by Dr. and Mrs. Bradford Adams.
The modest house decorations werc Herbert M Lord. Director of the Bu- I Youn?stown Ohi0 are visiting her very hard, but things look pretty
I
I 'S A
l1
Miss ILeola Wellman of Portland is
suggestive of the yuletide season, ano reau of the Budget ln Washington, mother, Mrs. J. S. Black.
black
for
the
future
of
the
rest
of
the
the guest of Ervin L. Curtis and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Blanche and a cheerful glow from the open grate D. C„ retiring with the rank of lieuFrederick Jones returned Thursday members, for after unwrapping yards
family.
FISH ?l
!!
daughter Oloria of Augusta spent illuminated the scene.
i tenant. He is a member of Winslow- to Belfast.
of paper and opening hundreds of
Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. Jasper
vt v /
Immediately after the ceremony Holbrook Post. A. L., and Rockland
Between 35 and 40 carol singers boxes, he finally found1 he had been
Miss Elzada North comes Monday E. Rawley.
J^ITW CITY Of CHCSTCR
the
newlyweds
left
for
Miami,
Fla
,
Lodge,
B.
P.
O
E.
For
the
past
presented
by
the
club
with
a
pair
of
went
out
from
Union
Church
Wed

from Boston, vacationing from Den
\JgTnc hmovs mvcr Dec *
ALASKA
torsoHC aho rexse:—-52 i: —
where they will have apartments at 15 years he has been a traveling nesday night to sing to shut-ins. genuine cold steel, rust covered, taped
tal Forsythe School.
Abraham Small, a student at New the Columbus Hotel two weeks, while salesman for the Hood Rubber Co.
W
PRODUCES
handled,
tweezer
tongs
—
just
what
At the close of the singing a lunch
York University, is spending the holi
'handling the Maine territory with was served to the carolers by the the doctor ordered for twisting Don’s
60 PERCENT
Miss Charlotte Buffum will be days with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. arranging permanent quarters.
The bride is a daughter of Mr. and excellent results.
tails.
social committee of the church.
OF THE WORLD’S
CHESHIRE CHEESE ORIGINATED IN
chairman of the cricle supper at the William Small.
Mrs. A. C. Ramsdell. who became J The oouple will have thelr permaCalvin Vinal returned Thursday
The agile T.T., however, had been
CHESTER,ENGLAND; U/1BVRGER, IN
TOTAL SALMON SUPPLY.
Congregational Church next Wednes
residents of this city when Mr j nent residence in Rockland
from Miami.
prepared for such an emergency and
day night. Her assistants will be
LIMBURG, BELGIUM; GRUYERE,IN
Mr. and Mrs. Parker E. Worrey and
Miss Dorothy Asiala came from had brought along his own patented,
Mrs. John O. Stevens, Mrs. A. C. son Parker spent Christmas at Mr.
CRUYERE.SWITZERLAND. HUNDREDS
.
Boston
Thursday to spend the holi sand paper palm, working gloves for
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
L.
Kennedy,
Jones. Mrs. Neil A. Fogg, Mrs. Worrey s former home in Bath.
HOKHAp)
CAMDEN
WATERII HOI!
OF CHEESE-VARIETIES ARE NAMED
days.
demonstration.
(His
Contention
is
_____
Mountain
street.
Charles A. Rose. Mrs. Clarence
/
HO I! WATER!1.
FOR THEIR BIRTHPLACES.
Mrs, Jennie Smith of Rockland that any Tail Twister with an ounce
Robert
Drown,
a
student
at
the
Alvin
Jagete
is
home
from
the
BosMunsey, Mrs. M F. Lovejoy, Mrs.
The Adamscraft Club held a
passed
yesterday
with
her
son
L.
C.
of
strength
in
his
hands
can
twist
Fred Black. Mrs. L. N. Lawrence, Christmas party Thursday with Mrs. Wentworth Institute in Boston, is ! ton University Law school for a visit
Smith.
the daylights out of any tall he can
Mrs. Fred Linekin, and Mrs. Joseph Beulah Allen at The Copper Kettle. guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. j with his mother, Mrs. Frederick
Miss Emily Winslow arrived get his hands on by using these
W.
E.
Drown,
Union
street.
Jageis.
Emery.
Of course there was a tree, and nice
ween
Midshipman Frank C Perry, who is
Arthur Walker who has employ- Thursdav from Boston for a Christ patented gloves. They are guaran
WITH
refreshments.
en*r cmas visit.
teed nevcr-slip and he is considering
a
member
of
the
second
class
at
the
*
Rochdale.
Mass.,
is
home
for
f
fi’
of Portland were holiday guests of
S
Miss Laura B. Sanborn of Augusta putting them onl the market under
the holidays.
Q
>
Mrs. Hamiltons' parents. Mr. and Mrs.
U.
S.
Naval
Academy
at
Annapolis,
Bruce Reed of Northport spent
Alton Dunbar of East Rochester, spent the holiday with relatives in this trade name. Some one suggest
Raymond K Greene.
Christmas with his parents Com is visiting his father, Charles Perry N. H., is visiting relatives in town.
town.
ed tliat the patented gloves and the
on the Belfast road.
J <I
.j
mander and Mrs G. H. Reed.
NEAT TO POTATOES, MORE
Mr and Mrs. Franklin Hopkins of genuine cold' steel tongs would make
Miss Bertha Clason is guest of her
Mrs. Carrie Mank and son William
Mrs. Agnes Gove and sons. William mother, Mrs. O. IB. Clason in Camden were Christmas visitors at a very (un) happy combination, ar.ll
CABBAGE IS CONSUMED THAN
Mank of Union, and Mr. and Mrs.
The annual reunion of the Bird and Arthur and her sister. Miss Mar Gardiner.
the home of IMr. and Mrs. Robert with much muttering and many wails
RED PEPPERS WERE INTRODUCED
ANY OTHER VEGETABLE. THERE
Ernest Rawley of Tenant's Harbor family with Mrs. Elmer Bird as the jorie Coombs of Brookline. Mass., are
of anticipatory anguish from the
Henry Benson is employed in the I Arey.
TO THE OLD WORLD BY COLUMBUS,
ARE MORE THAN 70 VARIETIES
were dinner guests Friday of Mr. and hostess was held at The Thorndike at the homes of Mrs. George Mixer,
Mrs Ethelyn Strickland came ' other members he was allowed to
J. C. Curtis store on Elm street.
OF CABBAGE.
WHO FOUND THEM IN THE WEST INDIES.
Mrs. Carl A. Christofferson.
Hotel yesterday. Among the 14 guests on a visit.
■■■■
[ carry them off in triumph.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton P. Wood and
were Adriel U. Bird, who drove from
| A satisfactory report from the
BREAKFAST WAS FIRST MENTIONED IN THE YEAR 1463.
Maynard Heald oi Belleville, N. J., daughter Barbara are visiting relaIT WAS NOT RECOGNIZED AS A
D—ULnJ
Alfred Greenlaw. Miss Thelma Boston in the handsome new Cadillac is passing the holidays with hls par- tives in Kingman,
committee in charge of the recent
Blackington and Frederick Hall are motor car which he presented to his
donlation day was received and a per
ents.
Mrs. Stonie Jameson of Boston arREGULAR MEAL UNTIL THE
home from New Britain, Conn., for mother as a Christmas gift.
manent committee consisting of O. V.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Bresnchan of rived Wednesday to spend the
LATE 17 th CENTURY.
the holiday and weekend.
Springfield. Mass., is guest of her | Christmas weekend with her niece.
Draw, L. B. Dyer, C. IL. Boman, A. A.
Mrs. Clara Curtis entertained T.&E father, Daniel Dougherty.
Peterson, and D. H. Daggett was ap
WELL IT 5 ABOUT
Mrs. C. M. Spruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest S. Young of Club Wednesday for the annual
FIRST CALL o,
TIME-/2Z TELL
pointed to look after the Club's in
The Friday Club will be enter
F'BREAKFAST '■['
Boston are passing the Christmas Christmas party.. She was re-elected tained Jan. 1, at the home of Mrs,
TH' COCKEYED
terest in the projected lobster pound
holiday with Mr. Young's mother, president and treasurer. Luncheon Etta Bracey, Washington street.
WORLD I
SPRUCE HEAD
and such fisheries legislation as may
PiMCHCS IN '
was served and plans were made for
Mrs. Ernest Young at Camden.
appear before the State Legislature
Special Convocation of Keystone
the celebration of the club's 17th an Chapter, RAM., will be held Wedthe coming winter.
Mr. and Mrs. George Snow were
Miss Dorothy Frost went to Rum niversary in January.
nesday night with work in the Royal! (Christmas guests of their daughter
ALEXANDER THE GREAT AT
ford, to spend the holiday and week
Arch degree. Also inspection. Re iMrs. Clifford Elwell in Rockland.
TENANT’S HARBOR
I HEARD A COURT I__ , TRIBUTED HIS PROWESS AT WAR|
end with her aunt, Mrs. Norma Libby.
LEWIS-BEATON
freshments will be served.
JESTER SAY,“IN ONION
The death of Frank Wall occurred
TO THE FACT THAT HE AND HIS
THERE IS STREITCTH:'
Raymond Snow, employed in the Monday at his home. Funeral servMrs. Emma S. Dunn
“
LOAF
ALONG
Mr. and Mrs. R. Kendall Greene
At a charmingly simple candle
ARMIES
ATE LARGE QUANTITIES
WITH NISSEN"
Funeral services for Emma S. wife
are guests for a few days of Mr. light ceremony, Miss Maudie Colburn OCC Camp in Portland, is spending [ ices were held Wednesday with Rev.
t-jr,—
VC
Sunday 4 to 4.30
a week with his mother, Mrs. Mary j\. J. 'Wilson of Norwell, Mass., offici
OP
ONIONS.
cf Lee R. Dunn, who died at tlie
Greene's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Beaton and Theodore D. Lewis, both
Snow,
Mechanic
street.
ating.
Saint Luke's Hospital, in New York
mond K Greene.
of this city, were united in wedlock
loOKiaen
Maynard Carroll leaves Monday
MrsCallie Morrill has returned
city, Dec. 22, were held Thursday at
Thursday in late afternoon at tne for Ormand Beach. Fla., where he
A family Christmas gathering was
home from Rockland for a three
pootlamo NISSEN BAKING CO. bango<
the Baptist Church, with Rev. Perley
residence of the bride's sister. Miss has employment for the winter.
months vacation. She has opened
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
; Miller officiating.
Harriet Beaton Jefferson street, Rev.
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
Mrs. Helen Coleman is entertain her house and will occupy it until her
J Mrs. Dunn was born in Sweden
Rhama Philbrick, their guests being
J. Charles, MacDonald of the Bap ing her daughter, Miss Barbara
employer iMrs. Evelyn Hix returns
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Strong of Camden
I June 9. 1885, daughter of John and
tist Church using the single ring Dupris of Malden. Mass.
MONDAY-TUESDAY
from Florida. Miss Gasoline Robin
and Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Philbrick.
Emma Benson. For a number of
service.
Miss Louise Dyer who is employed son is with. Mrs. Morrill for the win
i
years/ she had made her home in
/Take your Dancing Sweetheart and a grand star
Attendants were Miss Harriet in the public library in Brooklyn. N.
John Smith Lowe Jr. of Boston
ter. She has been staying for several You’// See EIGHT All* Amaricun
cast.. .add girls I comedy I spectacle I romance!
Rockland and this town and for the
Beaton
as
bridesmaid
and
Gerald
S
9
laytrt
in
I
he
Mott
Thrilling
Gridiron
Y.. is spending the holidays with her pionths with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
arrived in Rockland Christmas Eve
. .wrap it all up in tantalizing Cole Porter songs
past
three
months
had
been
with
her
Drama in
mother, Mrs. Ada Dyer.
- and you have the mightiest singtime musical
to spend the holiday and weekend Grant, best man.
McKellar in Warren.
daughter,
Miss
Anne
R.
Dunn,
in
Ytart
I
The bride is the daughter of the
of them all I
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Shibles of
with his parents, Dr. and Mrs. John
■ Mrs. Cassie McLeod left Tuesday
New York city. She was a member
late Mr. and Mrs. Angus Beaton, East Douglas, Mass., are guests of
Smith Lowe.
fcor California where she wil lmake
of Naomi Chapter, O.E.S.
and graduated from Rockland High
an indefinite visit with her son and
Besides her husband and daughter
School
class
of
1936.
Since
graduGeorge W. Kittredge, home on a
daughter.
she is survived by a son, George
'11-day furlough from the Naval tion she has been employed in the
Capt. and Mrs. Cheney of Oreat
Dunn, of Albany, N Y. and a sister,
Academy, is the guest of his parents, J. J. Newberry store.
Duck Island Light Station were holi- I
Mrs. Lopez of Chicago. The bearers
Mr. Lewis is the son of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kittredge
day guests of their daughter Mrs. I
were William Imlach. Harlan BragMrs. Fred Lewis, Camden street. He
Carleton
Anderson.
don, Charles Watts and Ernest RawThe annual Christmas party of the graduated from East Boston High
starrinq
ley. Interment was in Achorn ceme
Mrs. Charles p. Carr and Mrs. j
Nitsumsosum Club and husbands was School in 1929. and is the proprietor
/UVOfl
tery, Rockland.
Callie Morrill attended the funeral
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. of a filling station.
With
services for Mrs. Emma Dunn Thurs
Clarence Munsey. Honors were won
A reception followed the marriage,
PHILIP HUSTON
day in Tenants Harbor.
by Mrs. Frederick Richards and Wal after which Mr. and Mrs. Lewis de
JAMES GLEASON
LOUIE J. DREWETT
JUNE TRAVIS
ter Carroll, with consolation prizes parted on a brief wedding trip.
, j," C>'rl
RUCE CABOT
To
make
an
excellent
furniture
TEACHER
OF PIANO
going to Mrs. Carroll and Mr. Rich
NPY
DEVINE
Upon their return they will make
Private lessons in the homes or in her
polish, mix two parts boiled linseed
ards.
y»»r
their home at 15 Jefferson street.
studio at
with
oil with one art turpentine. This ls
JAMES
VIRGINIA
32 SCHOOL ST.
ROCKLAND
used for a plain oil finish and lt ls
Sale: All models at reduced price
TEL. 883-W
STEWART
BRUCE
UNION
'
very satisfactory to use at least once
1403143
beginning today. Sarah Linnell —
M-G-M’t
Uno Merkel • Sid Silvers • Frances
or twice a year on varnished or oiled
adv.
Langford • Raymond Walburn
Grand New Year's Ball, Waldoboro
/ , DAZZUNG
THURSDAY, DEC. 31
Alan Dinehart • Buddy Ebsen
furniture. The mixture is put on
H. S. auditorium. Let’s go.
SUCCESSOR
« KO
with
a
soft
cloth.
After
all
excess
Every
Cent
To
Equipment
RADIO
155-156
i ^etrc^bii/«y/? f-jayer t
TO "GREAT
Picture
polish is wiped off with a clean cloth,
ZIEGFELD" i
Directed by Corse A'lrliof/j, Jr.
the surface should be rubbed with
BUY
PORT CLYDE
A
Plndro S. Berman Production
the grain of the wood until it is
A New England
TODAY
For a
TODAY
thoroughly dry so that no finger
Product, at attrac
Fred Waldo passed the holiday career
BEAUTY
CULTURE
of
ERROL
FLYNN
tive prices. Send with Mrs. Mary L. Waldo of Thom
marks show on the wood.
RALPH BELLAMY
Choose HUB ACADEMY, largest ln
PASSENGER—TRUCK
in
for free samples
New England. Faculty of professional
ln
aston.
ALL SIZES
PRICES RIGHT
lecturers. Aggressive employment de
with knitting hints.
“CHARGE OF THE
“WILD BRIAN KENT"
partment to place graduates. Fully
USED CARS
To clean badly soiled wood, use a
Visit our yarn shop.
LIGHT BRIGADE"
equipped kit given absolutely free ot
BOUGHT AND SOLD
Open daily.
To restore a waxed surface which charge. Day and evening classes now mixture consisting of one quart of
forming Write for catalogue.
hot water, three tablespoons of
THOMAS HODGSON & SONS, Inc has been scratched or spotted, first
WEBCaMOBBLOJi i,; BUl.. i-SLIL.:..........
...... .. ..
HUB ACADEMY
boiled linseed oil and use it while
wash with turpentine and then re
Concord Worsted Mills
Of Hair and Beauty Culture
RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
warm.
Put
it
on
with
a
soft
cloth,
Concord, New Hampshire
161
Massachusetts
Avenue,
Boston
wax. If the wood is dark, add a
57Ttf
Approved by State of Maine
144T&S13 little black oil paint to tlie wax.
polishing off with a dry one.

VINALHAVEN

OCl ETY

FULLER-RAMSDELL NUPTIALS

BURDELL’S DRESS SHOP

V. F. STUDLEY, Inc.

FOODS, FACTS" FOIBLES

FAMOUS GOURMETS OF HISTORY

EVERYBODY’S GOING TO THE BIG SHOW!*

z

DANCE

Community Building

KNITTING WOOLS

SAVE MONEY!

RETREAD TIRES
MILLER’S GARAGE

Strand
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Realm of
Music

j STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY i

if Gladyt St. Clair Htu tad

SALE

DEC. 26 TO DEC. 31

December is a red-letter month in Moor piano that octave passages,
the calendar of little Finland, "the long considered especially exacting,
land of a thousand lakes." which lies may be executed like singlenotes on
on the edge of the Arctic Circle. On the lower keyboard, and the octave
Dec. 6 Finland celebrated the 19th will be automatically reproduced on
anniversary of her Independence the upper keyboard so long as the
from Russia, achieved in 1917 after pedal is depressed Numerous techni
the abdication of Czar Nicholas n. cal details of fingering are made
Two days later she celebrated the simpler, as the stretch ot the hand
71st birthday of her most famous i required to move forward onto the
citizen. Jan Sibelius, recognized as upper manual is less than in playing
one of the Worldfs greatest living j widely-extended chords on a single
composers. The works of Sibelius. | keyboard.
Also, an intermediate
especially his “Finlandia." which i level between the two boards offers
breathes the spirit, of the cold, rugged ( an arrangement of black and white
northland, and his "Valse Triste", I keys on the same level, so that it is
have become widely popular In the ' possible to take a sweeping chromatic
United States in recent years. And j glissando without effort.
Raymond Walburn, Una Merkel, Elea nor Powell In "Born To Dance"—adv.
then on Dec. 15, little Finland stepped ; ‘These technical features of the
"Born To Dance" the eagerly- Melody" w’ho sing and dance their
forward with a payment of $228,538 I piano offer opportunities for greatly
awaited smash musical successor to waY through “Born to Dance into Uncle Sam on her war debt. Of all enriching the harmonic effect of cer.
,, , ,
,
elude Una Merkel and Sid Silvers.
with
*“■
the nations which borrowed money tain celebrated works. In Bach’s Broadway Melody of 1936." —
now recognized as one of the screen s
from the United States to prosecute , music, for example, it is possible to ' Eleanor Powell. "Queen of Taps." in
i_
. .. . ..
,
i
most hilarious comedy teams. Fran
ts war. Finland is the only one that stress or subordinate the various | the stellar rQ)f 5urrounded by prac.
rd Qf
famp and lhf
has not missed a payment.
voices of the polyphony, at the same
. . . .
time that greater sonority, mass ar.d tlcally a11 of
starsand the execu'
long-legged Buddy Ebsen
Westminster Abbey is to have a richness may be given to the climac- ^production and technical crewAlso featured are Raymond
Wal313-325 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
new organ, tthe latest in a long series tic pages of mighty fugues and re- <* *e earlier hit comes Sunday. Mon- burn. Alan Dlnehart. Juanita QuigThere is presumptive evidence that j latel forms In modern works there da£and Tu^da[
ley‘ whose dancing and slnglng have
Two favorites not seen in the previ- earned her the title of the "Baby
organs were used in King Edward are possible interesting color effects,
the Confessor's great church, which glissasndo. enlarged sonorities, with ous musical are featured in “Born to Eleanor Powell," the brilliant dance
point for the new work. Professor ( value compared with corresponding an increase of $1,895 226 or 29%, over
Dance" in the persons of the Jaunty 1 team of Georges and Jalna. Reginald
TRAWLER BUILDING
was begun in 1060, and consecrated addxl richness of overtones."
George Owen, of the firm of Owen periods last year. For the nine I those of the first nine months of 1935.
James
Stewart,
who
plays
Misss
PowGardiner,
monologue
star
of
“
At
in 1065, the year before the Battle
In connection with this piano, it is ell's leading man, and lovely Virginia Home Abroad.' "Barrett Parker and Jt Js
iplash In the Pan, and Minot. Is a member of the months ending with September, ves- Rising prices in the face of Increased
of Hastings.
.
J
-r
l
a 1
faculty of the Pratt School of Naval sel landings of fresh fish totalled landings are lunmistakable proof of
The organ which has just been jof lnt€rett
note that Alexander i Bruce, making her first appearance the singing and dancing Foursome,
According I OtheAtlantic
Architecture ofM.I.T.
Professor 306,090.238 lbs an increase of 21.232.415 the forward surge that is carrying
dismantled belongs in the main to Raab- noted pianist, has returned to since her huge success in ‘The Great composed of J. Marshall Smith. L
Fisherman
James
Robertson
Jack
lately
head of lbs over the 1935 figure. The value the industry to new heights.—From
Dwight Snyder, Jay Johnson and Del
the rebuilding carried on in 1848. The 1 Berkeley. Calif., for their annual so- Ziegfeld.”
------this school, will serve as consultant; of this year's landings was $8.315287. the AtlanticFisherman.
joum.
Mr.
Raab
uses
and
teaches
Familiar
faces
from
"Broadway
Porter
—
adv.
new organ will be on an entirely
Early this year theAtlantic Fish- for Owen and Minot in the work The ; _________
———
different plan. There will be no the (Moor Double Keyboard Piano,
erman predicted that the trawler designs will be pushed to earliest posand
at
a
recent
at
home.
Mr
Raab
less than 102 speaking stops and al
buildmg program, then just barely sible completion. A decision has not
and several of his artist pupils con
together some 5.000 pipes in the in
unaer way, was no flash in the pan. as yet been made as to the number
tributed numbers on that piano Asstrument. A special apparatus for.
The prediction was based on two fac- of trawlers to be built."
humidifying and purifying the air 5istln« Mr' and ®<rs„^ab ln
tors; the need for new vessels, and
The whole program will have the
Itt
ceiving was Dorothy Pill&ury Stet- 1
that passes into the organ will be a :
the marked improvement in the in- close co-operation and assistance of
son, who is Mme. Christie s American ,
tenuine &
special feature designed to insure [
,nqrave()
dustry's financial position which John Graham head of the Portland
representative. Mrs. Stetson is the j
length of service.
made a building program possible.
Trawling Company, whose many
OYeJJing {Jnvifaiiont
The new’ organ is being built by ' niece of airs. Lilian S. Copping and
Subsequent orders for new trawlers years of experience in building ships,
here.
What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
Harrison & Harrison ot Durham, I is known to many
• • • •
and G^nnouncemcnti
confirmed the forecast. Nine modern running them as chief engineer, and
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
England. It will be used for the first1 Did you hear GaHi-Curci on the ;
vessels, whose aggregate worth to- directing the operations of the "P. T."
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
time next May at the coronation. It ' Ford Symphony Hour on Dec 13? |
Lowest Prices Ever Quoted!
tailed approximately $1,500,000. were fleet have given him an Invaluable
Maine's waterfront.
will have four manuals. The echo Rather sad, and certainly bore out ,
soon on the ways, and of these, six 1 store of knowledge of the fine points
organ is so arranged that it can be I {he crlUo#. comments following her .
wwfor50
have been launched. The remaining in construction and design
"Lord of wind and water
Keeper Reed's brother-in-law Capt.
played on any of the manuals The rKenl Chlcago operatic appearance j
No Extra Charge lor Engraving Plate
Where the ships go down
three are scheduled for early delivery I if the company should decide to repedal board will have a compass of u nQt
votce of , {e,. years ago I
Levi Foren of Portland who had been
Reaching to the sunrise.
Now seven more trawlers are to be piace all of its present fleet, it would
Choice of 35 different styles of lettering. Price Includes Inside and
Lifting like a crown
just llgten
two octaves and a half and there ( u there * any
;
in failing health for three years.
"Out of the deep-hidden
outside envelopes. Additional Invitations or Announcements at
built. The General Seafoods Cor- involve the construction of 16 new
will be 18 pedal stops of which live one
made we U say
Walls of night and day—
Capt. Foren had been in the service
4’ic each
poration will add three to Its fleet, ai: ’ trawlers. At the present time 12 are
Mind the great sea-farers
will be reed. All of the combination
of the Eastern Steamship Co. Inc. lor
On the open way.
ten years ago.
three
to
be
built
along
Maierform
in
operation,
and
four
are
laid
up.
SO Engraved Al Home or
100 Engraved Informals,
pistons are adjustable, and there are
"When the laat lights darken
37 years. He had been in command lines, with nickel-clad holds, and to' AU of the 16 are steamers, so the;
a • a e
Reception Cards_____ $5.50
including envelopes .. $3.00
On the far coastline.
four balanced crescendo pedals for
of
the
North
Land.
North
Star
and
Waves
and
port
and
peril,
Additional Cards at
Dalies Frantz gave a piano recital
100 Engraved Visiting
be
launched
the
same
day.
at
the
reference
to
Diesel
engines
in
the
Yea—Lord—all are thine "
the choir, swell solo and echo. The
Bay State also the Prince George
_______________ 3lic each
Cards____________ S1.SS
—Stanley Bralthwalte
recently in a town, which shall be
same time, next summer. They will announcement is of more than passbest pipe-work of the old organ is to
and Prince Arthur, running between be christened the Annapolis. West ing interest, for it presages the passThese Are tho Lowest Prices Ever Quoted on Genuine Engravings
nameless, and at the ensuing re
be employed and win be restored.
Boston and Nova Scotia and New
ception, a female enthusiast praised
Portland Head
Point and Yale.
ing of the last large steamer fleet in
Samplet mai) he teen al
• • • •
Brunswick ports.
the player, and his programming of
Mrs Lucy E. Robinson of St
F. J. O Hara & Sons. Inc . have or- the New England fisheries
THE BELLS
We were shocked to hear of the dered two. to be built by the Bath i Meanwhile, vessel landings at BosLiszt B minor sonata. "It's Just too j George is guest of F O Hilt and
No other bells sing quite the song
death of the former Nash Island Iron Works and powered with 650 ton. Gloucester and Portland condelightful,
that
music,
”
she
gushed.
f
am
n
y
.
That do the Christmas bells;
No other tones, the wide world 'round. "and sounds exactly like Gershwin' j Mrs sterling and son Robert were Light keeper John T. Purrington and h. p. Fairbanks-Morse Diesels. They tinue to record impressive gains in
Cast quite such gladsome spells—
“I shall write to Liszt and tell him jn pornanc| on business Monday aft- extend sympathy to the family. will be a little larger than the Com- .
Sweetly and tenderly they say:
——
"The babe ot babes Is bom today!"
Keeper Purrington was with Keeper panys Notre Dame and Fordham, or
that." said Frantz; "I know he'll be ernoon
List to an Infant's breathings now.
pleased."
Mrs. Clyde Grant was dinner guest Reed for several years at the White about 135 ft. long on the waterline. (
As low chime Christmas bells:
Head Light Staticn. where he was Both will be launched next June j
"U you do." was the alarmed pro- gunday at the home Of F O Hilt,
And catch rejoicings from the skies,
As heavenly music swells—
test, "please, please dont mention
callers here Sunday were Capt. transferred from Egg "Rock Light. and will be named the Villanova and
Rejoicing angels sing again:
and~Mrs Stinson of Cape Porpoise He Proved t0 * a very. falthfuI and Jeanne d'Arc.
"God's son has come to dwell mongst [ my name."
men!"
Irving Usen. whose new Arlington
and Mrs. Preston of Cape Elizabeth. capable man in the service.
In mind we follow that same star,
Of the nine ass.stant keepers who was launched November 28. has con
MOTORING SOUTHWARD
Keeper and Mrs. Elliott of Two
That led the wise men on;
We enter little Bethlehem.
., „
, 7“ ,
' Lights, Cape Elizabeth, were here on were with Keeper Reed during his 15 tracted with Bath Iron Works for a
Where Christ anew Is born:
Rockland motorists planning trips
8
.
years' service as principal keeper of duplicate of the Arlington, to be
Hark! Yule-tide bells again resound,
to the South after the Christmas holl- j a ,rJCen' '1S1 ...
_ ..
the White Head Light Station only named the Winchester, and to be,
nnd true hearts by love's tie® are bound!
Mrs Alice Strong
day. will be interested in the route
two are now In the service. Three ready for fishing next spring under'
Medford. Mass.
... j
-x.
t
,4
in
Portland
Monday
afternoon.
• • • •
outlined in this article, for it shows
„ . have died, three have been retired on command of Capt. Theodor Jonsson.
Mrs R T. Sterling and son Rob-1
Director of Federal Music Project, them how to drive in order to assure ert called Tuesday night at the home j disability and one left
rc‘ now on the Brookline.
Nikolai Sokoloff, says that more than themselves of pleasant roads with of W. C Dow. Portland. "
itirement3.300 compositions of 1.351 American the necessary conveniences, but
The Bay State Fishing Company,'
L. H Engineer H L Durgin made
We Joln wlth Mrs Margaret EIweil
composers were heard at the govern which roads definitely avoid contact inspection at the station Dec. 17.
|ln her Plea for the loneIy Mermen enthused over the performance of
mental concerts since October, 1935, with such large cities as New York,
Robert Sterling Jr. attended a j who are located at isolated places. the Storm Surf, and Swell. lias ord-j
and he adds: “An amazing wealth Jersey City, Trenton and Phila
We have known many. Their dollars ered a fourth new trawler, which,
dance last Saturday at Purpoodock
of creative talent has been brought delphia.
i are hard and honestly earned.
will also be built by the Bath Iron
Not to have to bother with the com Club.
to light by the WPA musical activi
Works. In announcing this further
Quite a crowd defied the storm last
White Head
ties, and hundreds of these native plicated traffic regulations and dense
expansion of his Company's fleet, B
Sunday
venturing
out
in
a
downpour
compositions enjoyed repeated per traffic of these cities is indeed a
Mrs George Albert of Portland is Devereux Barker. President of Bay
of rain and were scattered all along vl#ulng her daughler Mfs
formances” The detailed listing is pleasure and a convenience.
State Fishing Company and Forty
published toy Sokoloff, and among the
Drive from Rockland via the most the shore watching waves dash high Norton
Both Swagger and Princess styles as follows—
and wide. There is something about ‘
Parnsworth has
trans. Fathom Fisheries, said, "The keel of
names recorded are most of our well convenient routes to a connection wth
the fourth vessel, to cost $200,000. will
known tonal creators, and of course, the new North and South Route U. an angry stormy sea which draws fprred tQ 'CranberTy Lsland Coast be laid at once and launched next
$59.50; now $39.67
people's
attention
and
fascinates
a much larger number whose names S. 202 at Rochester, New Hampshire.
Guard. He was accompanied by Mrs. spring It had been planned to build
never before came to general public Then on Route U. S. 202 proceed them.
1 35.00; now 90.00
BROWN MUSKRAT, size 18 ......
135.00;
Farnsworth and daughter Patricia.
an additional craft next year, but the
R T. Sterling and family spent
notice. The (Music Project must be southward through New Hampshire,
F W Alley spent Christmas with trawlers Storm, Surf and Swell,1
BLACK SEALINE, size 18 ............
75.00; now 50.00
credited with really constructive Massachusetts, Connecticut and New Christmas Day as guests of Charles his family in Rockland.
launched in August. September and)
Sterling
and
family
on
Peak's
Island
work. Unmusical America stands re York State to and across the historic
Mrs. Wilson Carter with Janet and C»ctober, constructed with everything
BLACK JAP LAPIN, size 18 ........
59.50; now 3967
• • • •
vealed as the land that “has in a Hudson River by means of the Bear
Bobby Carter called on Mrs. Arthur from shower baths for the fishermen
Curtis Island
1 35.00; now 90.00
BLACK PONY, size 18 ................. 135.00;
single year cfjme more than any Mountain Bridge.
Beal at the Light recently.
to refrigerated, nickel-clad holds for
Heartiest greetings to all "Guardi
country in the way of encouragement
Travel southward from the Bridge
Miss Eleanor Beal spent last week the fish, met with such success, and
BLACK PONY, size 20 ................... 11 25.00; now 83.34
(and financial help) for the native traffic circle on Route U. S. 202 ans of Our Coast," superintendent end with friends in Rockland.
the
continued
increase
of
the
Com

composing and performing musi through New Jersey and Pennsyl and assistant of the Sea Coast Mis
BLACK PONY, size 20 ................... 11 35.00; now 90.00
Ernest Harmon has arrived from pany’s volume of business has been
sionary Society, and our friends, the
cian.”
vania to a connection with Route U.
Bucks Harbor to |take his place as so gratifying, that we have decided to
• • • •
publishers of The Courier-Gazette.
S 1. Then on Route U. S. 1 travel
surfman at the Coast Guard.
start construction of the fourth craft
Many Yuletide greetings have been
In a recent list of new music I note southward through Baltimore, a his
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Faulkingham immediately. Except for a few elab
received
for
which
we
give
thanks.
these arrangements for the Moor toric city, and through Washington,
have been called to Jonesport by the orations, providing even greater
Keeper Reed and family were
Double Keyboard Piano, whose ex D. C„ our National Capital, into Rich
death of Mrs. Faulkingham s father. comfort for the crew and officers,;
ponent, Winifred Christie, several mond, Virginia, the Capital of the grieved to hear of the death of
The sympathy of the Lighthouse the latest trawler will be constructed,
Rockland music lovers have been Confederacy during thJ Civil War.
Beautiful Fabrics
and Coast Guard families is ox- on the same lines used to develop the |
privileged to hear in recital. These
Continue southward from Richmond
tended to Mrs. Edwin Faulkingham, others.”
arrangements are Toccata e Fuga, by
Women's and Misses’ fur and self trimmed
on U. S. 1 into Petersburg.
Mrs. Lucy Wall and family of Spruce
In addition to these seven vessels, ]
Bach; Chaconne, by Handel; Grand
Go southward on Route U. S. 301
Head, and Capt. L. R. Dunn in their the Portland Trawling Company,
Rondeau, op. 107, by Schubert; Prefrom Petersburg to Fayetteville, North
recent bereavement.
$59.50; now ............................... ............................... $42.50
one of our leading operators, has in
ludionj Chaconne, toy |Bach. Mme.
Carolina, then on Routes U. S. 15A
We send the season's greetings to dicated in a formal announcement
Christie has also issued Technical
37.50; now ............................... ............................... 32.50
and U. S. 15 travel southward to
1 all the Lighthouse keepers. Coast that St (will soon embark on a building
Exercises for the Emanuel Moor
Walterboro, South Carolina.
Guardsmen and their families.
27.50; now ............................... ............................... 22.50
program to replace its present fleet.
Double Keyboard Piano. Comment
• • • •
Leave
Walterboro
on
Route
U.
S
The
announcement
is
as
follows:
on these publications is as follows:
19.75; now ............................... ............................... 14.75
Correspondents Remember Staff
"The Portland Trawling Company
“It is good news for the growing 17 and follow this route to Jackson
Bright
greetings
for
holiday
hap

subsidiary of The Atlantic Coast
16.75; now ............................... ............................... 12.75
number of performers on the Moor ville, Florida, from which point ex
piness reached The Courier-Gazette Fisheries Company, looking forward
Double Keyboard Piano that the cellent highways lead either to the
10.50; now ............................... ...............................
office this week from Eugene and to the renewal of its present fleet of
6.75
literature for this unique instrument resorts located along the east coast
Ethel
Osgood
and
son
Fred
of
Fort
trawlers, has engaged Owen and
is rapidly being extended. That of Florida or to those situated along
Popham; also from Amanda V and Minot, naval architects of Boston,
All New Fall Styles
these adaptations of classic works the west coast.
Eugene L. Coleman of Cape Neddick. Mass., to develop plans and specifi
A new North and South map cover
have been especially made for it, and
Thank you for the friendly thought, cations for new ships to be powered
published by the Universal Edition ing the principal highways between
Guardians.
the
New
England
States
and
Florida
by Diesel engines.
of Vienna, shows that the piano
“I’ll Say We Do!”
• • » •
has
been
especially
prepared
for
the
whose manuals may be coupled or re
WHERE?
“
A
comprehensive
survey of the
Bear
Mt
Bridge
this
fall.
Free
copies
leased at will by the use of a foot
Here’s to the brave
366 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
factors affecting trawler operation
upon the wave—the gal
pedal, is arousing general interest in of these maps may toe had by writing
Community Auditorium
and
design
made
for
the
Portland
lant
English
tar.
—
Eliza
to
the
Bear
Mountain
Bridge
at
39
Europe as well as in the United
Cook.
Trawling Company several years ago
NEW YEAR’S EVE
Broadway, New York city or from the
States.
by Mr. Minot will serve as a starting
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette.
"It is the great advantage of the

During These Five Selling Days We Will Slash Every
Price In Our Store—A Smashing Store-Wide Clearance
Sale of Unprecedented Bargain Values—
LIVING ROOM, DINING ROOM, BEDROOM SUITES
AT HUGE REDUCTIONS
MATTRESSES, BEDDING, CHAIRS, TABLES, ODD PIECES, RUGS, OCCASIONAL
PIECES, FLOOR COVERINGS, EVERYTHING
A MAMMOTH BARGAIN FESTIVAL, DEC. 26-31. ’

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

SPECIAL OFFJEIt

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

After-Christmas Three-Day Sale
SATURDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
DECEMBER 26, 28, 29

SAMPLE FUR COATS
at 331% OFF

DRESS and SPORT COATS

"DO WE DANCE?”

:;s

VESPER A. LEACH

i

